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THE BG NEWS
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Thursday, February 5,1987

Iran expels American journalist
NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) - Iran said
Wall Street Journal reporter Gerald
Seib will be expelled today, five days
after he was arrested and accused of
spying for Israel while visiting the
country by government invitation.
Its official Islamic Republic News
Agency quoted an Information Ministry official yesterday as saying the
decision to free and expel the 30-yearold American came after "a judicial
probe into his case ended."
The official, who was not identified,
said Seib was "permanently banned
from returning to Iran," the agency
reported.
Three other Westerners held by Iran
on espionage charges remain in prison.

American telecommunications engineer Jon Pattis, Canadian engineer
Philip Engs and British journalist-businessman John Cooper were arrested
last year.
IRN A gave gave no details of the Seib
investigation or findings, but he apparently was cleared of the allegations.
The report did not say where today's
flight would take the journalist, who is
based in Cairo.
Premier Hussein Mussavi told Tehran radio yesterday, without elaboration : "After being questioned, the issue
has been clarified.
Shortly before the IRNA report, he
said Seib would be expelled in two or
three days. Asked in a Tehran radio

interview why a foreign reporter was
detained, Mussavi said he was "engaged in certain investigations and
collecting intelligence at the front."
SEIB WAS among 57 foreign correspondents and photographers invited to
Iran for a tour of the border battle zone
where Iranian forces have pushed into
Iraq toward its southern capital,
Basra. The Persian Gulf neighbors
have been at war since September 1980.
He had been in Iran for 10 days when
seized Saturday outside his Tehran
hotel. The other journalists were allowed to leave.
After Seib's detention, IRNA said a
"spy of the Zionist regime" was arrested after entering the country with a

false passport in the guise of a journalist.
Paul Seib, the journalist's brother,
said at the family home in Hays, Kan.,
that relatives were "upbeat and elated
but also reserved because we don't
take anything for granted until the Wall
Street Journal tells us he's definitely
been released."
The newspaper said it was awaiting
confirmation of the release and would
have no comment.
At the White House, spokesman Marlin Fitzwater said Reagan administration officials had "no independent
confirmation on Gerry's release at this
point."
STATE DEPARTMENT spokesman

Panel featured
on Hostage Day
by Amanda Stein
staff reporter

"Don't ever think it can't
happen to you."
These words of advice from
Peggy Say, sister of Terry
Anderson, who has been missing in Lebanon since March
16,1985, were part of a videotape shown yesterday in
honor of Terry Anderson Hostage Day.
Her counseling was echoed
by a former hostage, William
Niehous, who spoke at a panel
discussion last night sponsored by the Society of Professional Journalists.
Niehous, an Owens-Illinois
executive, was captured in
1976 by revolutionaries in
Venezuela and held for 40
months.
"My wife and family were
with me and none of us
thought it could happen to
me. Just goes to show, you
can never be sure," he said.
Niehous, along with Harold
Fisher, journalism professor,
and David Weinberg, history
professor, addressed the issue of the media's responsibility when a hostage situation
arises.
"I think you have to consider each incident on its «wn
merit. In my case, I was one
of the first businessmen kidnapped and my case was extremely publicized,
especially in Venezuela. My
wife was with me for five
months and at the end of that
time, she was more wellknown by her first name than
the wife of the president," he

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan suffered a major
domestic spending defeat today
when the Senate completed a
congressional override of his
veto of popular $20 billion legislation to combat water pollution.
The clean-water bill became
law following a 86-14 Senate roll
call a day after the House, with
most Republicans ignoring Reagan's call for fiscal restraint,
voted 401-26 to override the veto.
"This is not only a good bill,
Mr. President, it is a necessary
bill." said one of the law's chief
architects. Sen. Robert Stafford.
R-Vt.

BG News/Mike McCune
William Niehous speaks on his hostage ordeal during a panel discussion last night.

Sacrifices vex writer
by Kay Fisher
staff reporter

Serious writers must learn to
make sacrifices if they are going
to eat, according to David Thoreen, a University graduate assistant and writer.
Thoreen,
who teaches
"The Craft of
Fiction,"
said he is teaching a creative writing
class not necessarily because he
wants to, but
because he
needs the money to eat.
"I'd like to think you could be

a serious writer and still make
money," Thoreen said. "But
most writers wind up teaching
for a while because we need the
money to live on."
Thoreen is from Minnesota
and came to the University as
part of a program that offered 10
fiction writers the chance of
coming to the University.
Thoreen said the University is
a good place for working on his
writing endeavors because the
standard of living is low and
there are not many distractions.
"It's a lot easier to pay the
rent here than in Chicago or
New York, and there aren t any
museums or majorplaces to go
like in a big city, Thoreen said.
"They would be distractions for
me.

Thursday

Thoreen is currently working
on his thesis. He also manages to
take two workshops to improve
his own writing skills and reads
fiction for the Mid-American
Review, which is the official
publication of the Department of
English at the University.
"IN THE class that I'm teaching, I want to help students
become critical thinkers in the
way they study stories and help
them in making decisions when
writing a story/' Thoreen said.
Although Thoreen would
rather concentrate all of his
time on writing, he has applied
to teach English in China after
obtaining his master's degree.
"For now, teaching is making
D See Thoreen, page 7.

Poet to present his works

D A University history professor specializes in tracing the history of human disease:
See story, page 4.

Writer Kenneth Koch will give a poetry reading today at 8 p.m. in Room 115 of the Education
Building.
He is the recipient of the 1986 Award of Merit
Medal of the American Academy and Institution
of Arts and Letters, and professor of English and
comparative literature at Columbia University.
Koch will read from his latest collection of
poetry, "On the Edge." He has also written
novels, plays, books on teaching children poetry,
and 14 collections of poetry.

Q Hockey coach Jerry York comments on
the BG-Michigan State rivalry, which comes to
a boll again this weekend: See story, page 13.

ANOTHER KEY Republican,
Sen. John Chafee of Rhode Island, called the veto "a serious
mistake.... I am saddened that
the president missed an opportunity to join the Congress in taking an important step toward
meeting our common goal of
assuring cleaner lakes, rivers
and streams."
One of the few veto supporters, Sen. Steve Symms, R-Idaho,
urged his colleagues to cast a
(iro-Reagan vote to back up the
oud applause Congress gave the
president when he called for
deficit reduction in his State-ofthe-Union address last week.
IN SDC YEARS in the White
House, Reagan has vetoed 61
pieces of legislation and has
been overridden seven times.

Exhibit tells fish story
by Jenny Dannery
reporter

Fishing is not generally thought of as an art
form, but soon the University will present the
folklore of local fishing traditions in a gallery
setting.
The exhibit, "Boats, Bait and Fishing Paraphernalia: A Local Folk Aesthetic," begins Saturday
and will continue through Feb. 27 in the School of
Art Gallery.
Douglas Blandy and Kristen Congdon, founders
of the project ana assistant professors of art at the
University, said they invited local fishing experts
to loan their fishing-related objects and help
construct the exhibit to ensure its accuracy.
"There seems to be importance placed on
mementos of various fishing experiences, such as
taxidermy, snapshots, dried fish heads, Blandy
said. "It also seems the (folk) aesthetic is inseparable from life. It is a lifestyle and pervades how a
person lives." Blandy said.

The collection includes handmade fishing boats,
handmade lures, fishing poles and flies, an ice
fishing shelter, traditional clothing worn by fishermen, taxidermy, photographs and keepsakes
such as snapshots, postcards, prints and placemats.
BLANDY SAID one of the main reasons for the
show is "so other people can appreciate this
activity in the way the people who engage in it
do."
Congdon said local folk aesthetic means a
folkloristic approach to understanding art.
She said it's important in the show to not divorce
the object from the people that use and respond to
the objects.
Both Blandy and Congdon said there is a wide
appeal of the exhibit to fishermen, especially in
the surrounding communities in northwest Ohio.
"Fishing, as sport, recreation or occupation, is
a pervasive influence on the lives of people in
D See Fishing, page 7.

News In brief

D "Airplane" scams have landed in Bowling Green — and police are anxious to ground
all flights: See story, page 3.

D House Democrats are upset by the latest
U.S. nuclear weapon test — and they want the
testing to stop: See story, page 8.

Seib's arrest may have resulted from
maneuvers by factions preparing for a
power struggle anticipated after the
death of Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini,
who is 86. There were rumors late in
the journalists' visit that some in the
government were extremely pleased
with the arrest, but others had opposed
the idea and did not like the results.

Senate
defeats
bill veto

said.

Niehous said the media is
being manipulated in terrorism situations, but added
things would be much worse
if no coverage was given.
"What they want is publicity. If you don't give it to
them, I can almost assure you
they're going to mistreat people," he said.
Fisher, who lived in Lebanon for 10 years, expressed
his views on why so many
hostage-taking acts occur.
"When we deal with hostages, we're dealing with a
shadowy world. These are
people who feel oppressed
and are seeking justice for
their causes, whatever they
may be. And they are usually
willing to die for those
causes," he said.
* Weinberg, who has traveled
extensively throughout Israel, said the kidnappings of
foreign correspondents tend
to arise because many are not
aware of where they are
going.
"There are some that have
been in countries for long
periods of time and know
what is going on. But I am
appalled at the number of
journalists that don't have the
vaguest knowledge of the culture they are heading into,"
he said.
Weinberg advised the press
to be aware of any government wrongdoings when dealing with hostages.
The media must maintain
a critical posture to any authority, and certainly government authority," he said.

Charles Redman said Swiss diplomats
interceded, but beyond that "lam not
in a position to go into the various
channels that have been used."
Spokesmen at the Swiss Embassy in
Tehran, which has represented U.S.
interests since 1979, refused comment
yesterday.

The reading is sponsored by the Creative
Writing Program and is free and open to the
public.
- by Jenny Dannery

This is the icing on the cake
The University Activities Organization is sponsoring a cake decorating workshop Feb. 14 from
1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
Instructor Marlette Heryak said all the basics
of cake decorating will be covered and students

will receive baking hints and frosting recipes.
This is the second semester the course will be
taught. Favorable evaluations were received
from those students who took the course in the
fall. Heryak said.
She said those who took the beginning
workshop last semester requested the addition of
an advanced course which will be taught later
this semester.
Registration deadline is Feb. 10. There is a
$5.00 fee which will cover all equipment.
UAO is also sponsoring photography and calligraphy mini-courses throughout the month.
- by LeWonnie E. Belcher

Editorial
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Public deserves
a chance to speak
The decision by City Council at Monday's meeting to table the ordinance for a parking lot in St.
John's Woods was a wise one.
The University would build the proposed lot on
Hillcrest Avenue across from the University-owned
house where President Paul Olscamp resides.
It is obvious that council and the residents of
Hillcrest Avenue have some problems with the
proposed lot.
Wes Hoffman, municipal administrator, said
some of the residents have voiced some concerns
with the project.
According to Hoffman, increased traffic on the
street and the destruction of trees are the main
concerns of the residents.
As well they should be. Nobody likes to see more
traffic than usual on a peaceful street. The destruction of any trees in St. John's Woods would be
unnecessary.
University President Paul Olscamp said the
main concern of the University is not to upset the
neighbors by parking cars on the street in front of
their houses. He would also like to keep the woods
intact.
If Hillcrest Avenue is indeed extended by the city
or a private developer who owns a portion of St.
John's Woods, the existing gravel parking lot would
end up being part of the extension.
If this were to happen, there is a definite need for
a new parking lot.
The agreement between the city and the University seems to be fair to both sides. The city would
allow the University to build a lot on the city-owned
eroperty in St. John's Woods on the terms that the
niversity maintain the lot for 20 years and the
public be able to use the lot.
Olscamp said the lot would probably be built
along the same lines of the existing gravel lot.
If this is done and no trees are destroyed, there
should be no complaints from the residents of
Hillcest Avenue.
However, since there was some concern over the
matter, City Council's decision to indefinitely table
the proposed agreement gives the residents a
chance to publicly voice their gripes. It also gives
the city an opportunity to look for other options if
the proposal tails through.

Everybody do what tonight?
by John Gliebe
It was a couple of months ago,
on a Friday night, when I found
myself in a drunken stupor, staring into a pair of blue eyes in a
bar in Ripley, Ohio. Oh, yeah,
that's right. I was dancing slowly and languidly - with a
rather buxom lass whom I perchanced to meet while gallivanting around that rural southern
Ohio town with one of my
friends.
The space between us narrowed and closed, and her eyes
flitted up and down, scanning
the area between my eyes and
where our upper torsos pressed
together. As we swayed to the
song, "You Will Be Mine" by
Jeffery Osborne, the tall brunette provocatively moistened
her lips and began to lip-sync the
chorus.
"Can you woo, woo, woo? Can
you woo, woo, woo? Can you
woo, woo, woo?"
I chuckled sarcastically.
"Woo, woo, woo?
"Oh, sure," I slurred, "I remember the last time I... Uhrp
... woo-wooed. I was... uh...
6 or 8 years old. My parents
were sooo disgusted - they
thought I was potty trained."
Needless to say, 1 'lied the
moment.
I guess I've always had trouble understanding song lyrics,
but until now, I never realized
how it has inhibited my personal
life. It started when I was a
toddler listening to Beatles'
songs. I liked to analyze them
and find, in their words, deeper
meanings with relevance to my
own existence.
Some songs like "Come ToC" er" I never could figure out.
t was John Lennon trying to
say? "Choo-choo eye balls? Spinal cracker? Toe jam football?
He shoots Coca-Cola?" I was
befuddled.' 'Hold you in his armchair you can feel his disease?"
I just couldn't warm up to that
song.
ButHut
there
mere
is one
is one
Beatles'
be song

Colors help to 'highlight'
the memories of the past
by Mary Menuez
I bought my sociology text
from a friend. The first thing I
noticed when I opened it up was
that all the pages were yellow.
Every line on every page that
she had read had been highlighted.
The next time I saw her, I
mentioned the colorful book. She
laughed and admitted that she
sometimes found herself highlighting as she read to keep
track of her place on the page.
This little exchange started
me thinking. Actually, highlighting books can be seen as an art
form that is unique to the college
population. It is doubtful that
there is one among us who has
not grasped one of those neon
markers in his or her fist.
The "American Heritage DicUonary" defines art as "a
branch of artistic activity using
a special medium and technique." Thus as highlighter is
our medium and underlining is
our technique, we are, all of us,
artists.
And not only is it an art form,
it's quite practical too. Underlining the major points of a chapter
make it much easier to study
from at a later date. Ah, isn't
acadernia wonderful?
All this talk of highlighters has

given me an idea. Wouldn't it be
the ultimate social statement to
highlight not just words and
sentences, but actual physical
things? I could go through life
highlighting people and places
that I want to remember, or that
I love, or even things I want to
remember I hate.
First I would take a great big
yellow marker and color all the
things I love, like my boyfriend's face, ray favorite table
at Howards, or a pizza from
Pisanello's. I could draw neon
circles around the navels of my
favorite profs and put a big
yellow asterisk on my roomate's
forehead for never telling me to
make my bed.
I think I would use a blue
highlighter for all the things I
want to remember. I would take
a trip back into my past, highlighting as I go, all the things I
never want to forget.
I would draw a circle around
the place on the floor where I got
my first slimy junior high kiss at
a Valentine's Day dance in seventh grade.
I would highlight the little
mole on the end of my old cross
country coach's nose. I would
need gallons of highlighter ink to
mark all the places and people
that I don't want to forget but
probably will.
I would use a bright orange
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Soon after my family was
asked to leave the school district
by the PTA, I learned to keep
my musings to myself and decided that wisdom is not gained
through analysis of songs,hut by
reading the backs of cereal
boxes.
Recently, however, songs and
their haunting lyrics have crept
back into my consciousness.
Thoughtful melodies like the
Bangles' "Walk Like An Egyptian no longer provoke contemplation on my part, but rather
cynism.

But if you ask me, walking like
an Egyptian is a pretty stiff
proposition considering that all
of the Egyptians I can think of King Tut, Cleopatra, and Anwar
Sadat - are dead. I wonder why
they didn't write a song about
walking like an Israeli? Or a
Saudi? Or a Palestinian?
And what's wrong with walking like an American, for God's
sake? Of course, that means
stepping softly and carrying a
big stick.
One song, however really
bothers me: "Everybody Have
Fun Tonight" by the group
Wang Chung. "Everybody wang
chung tonight?"
What does it mean to wang
chung? If I've already done it,
have I wang chunged or wanged
chung?
How does one go about wang-

ing chung? If I do it, will I really
have fun tonight? Is it something I can do alone or should I
have a partner? What if a large
group oi people all start to wang
chung at once? Is it tiring to
wang chung all night? Can my
dog wang cnung as well? Where
do people go to wang chung? Are
there a lot of closet wang chungers?
Searching for an answer, I
went to a venerable Chinese
philosopher friend of mine, the
Great Confusion. Since I he term
"wang chung" sounds oriental.
I figured he, if anybody, would
know its meaning.
"Oh, poor confused, cricket,"
he addressed me. "Has your
honorable mother and father
never told you the story of the
birds and bees?"
"Well, yes, of course," I replied hesitantly.
"My honorable mother tell
me, 'Katydid, any boy who
wanes chung will surely go
Gliebe, a senior public relations major, is on internship in
Miamisburg, Ohio.

Letters
SICSIC responds
to columnist
Yes, Ms. Pastor, there is a
group on this campus called
SICSIC. It would appear that
you are misinformed about
many things related to this university. SICSIC consists of two
seniors, two juniors and two
sophomores. The two seniors
reveal their identities three or
four weeks prior to their graduation, not afterward.
If you have mistakenly interpreted our signs as being sexual,
it is because of some hang-up or
fetish that you possess. Do not
include the members of SICSIC
in these hang-ups. If you took the
time to read the Pig Honk"
sign in question, the date it was
to take place was Feb. 30. The
joke was in the date, nothing
sexual was meant by this sign.
You also questioned another
sign that read, "Study with a
buddy", this means exactly
what it says. (I hope that you
don't think companionship is
necessarily sexual, because if
you do, then you are the one that
is perverted.)
Many women, have asked us
how they could get into the

group. We tell them that two
people are selected at the end of
their freshman year based on
their past academic record and
their future leadership credentials. None of the women who
have inquired about membership in our group have been
"stupid" as your article suggests.
Some of our signs may not be
in the neatest handwritng; this
is because we want to disguise
our handwriting from even our
closest friends, since our identities are secret. If you know
someone who would like to paint
our signs, free of charge, and
wold keep our identities secret,
please contact us. Make sure
this person is willing to spend 10
to 15 hours per week making
signs, and appearing at various
campus events.
If it is your desire to form a
group called "Sick of SICSIC",
we wish you the best of luck. We
hope that you have a few thousand dollars to purchase footballs, basketballs, candy and the
supplies that you need to make
your signs. Maybe you can also
have your own banquet room in
the Meliti Alumni Center as we
do, and sponser a homecoming
breakfast for alumni members
of your group each year like
SICSIC does.

IS tVtMTrHiK; (UMCriT?

New group formed
for students gripes
To all students:
Do you have a gripe about
some of the things we get
charged for here on campus? Do
you agree that we should be
charged for a parking sticker
and also have to pay for meters?
What about the cost of meal
coupons and books? How do you
feel about these extra funds
going toward new statues and
various other sorts of paraphernalia instead of something students really need?
Please write and give us some
input on how you feel about the
money circulation in BG. Maybe
we can help.
Concerned Students
OCMB 6170

by David Harris

SOCI€DV
MM THtRE ftCMMK.

We do not neglect any group or
campus event like your article
leads people to believe. If any
group would like to have a sign
made for some specific event,
they can leave a message with
Mark Sirower at 372-2554, or
may simply call President 01scamp's office, and they will get
in touch with us.
P.S. Ms. Pastor, I received an
89% in English 112.
SICSIC #3
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77ie BG News is your campus
forum.
Letters and columns should be
typewritten, double-spaced and
signed. Phone number and address or OCMB number must be
included.
Letters to the editor should not
be longer than 200 words.
The News reserves the right to
reject submissions that are in
bad taste, malicious or libelous.
All submissions are subject to
condensation.
Please address submissions
to:
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Bowing Green Otto 43403 0276
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For my own personal reference. I would highlight all
greeks. One time I accepted a
date with a guy only to find out
later that he belonged to a frat.
If he had been conveniently
highlighted, I wouldn't have
been in that predicament. It
would also help the greeks find
each other in crowded smoky
bars. It would make a nice social
divider that would make everyone happier I'm sure.
I've also considered highlighting the lenses of my glasses j ust
to save time. My friends tell me
that's stupid. That then every
thing I look at will be highlighted, and what's the use of
that?
Maybe the girl who owned my
sociology book before wasn't so
stupid after all.
Menuez, a sophomore special
education major from Millersburg, Ohio, is a columnist for the
News.

"I am the egg man," I decried.
"I am the egg man. I am the
walrus! Goo goo goo joob."

Of course, I realize that most
people don't take such popular
tunes so seriously. They like
them because they "have a good
beat" or because they're danceable and "fun."

Respond

THE BG NEWS
Editor
Managing Edrior
AeetMen.Ed
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PhotoErJex

highlighter to warn me of all the
things I hate. First, I would
underline the steps of the library
for the ridiculous $45 overdue
fine they sent me. Encouraging
me to return the books is one
thing, debtor's prison is another
altogether.
I would highlight the lips of
every person I've ever heard
call the handicapped weird,
gross or funny.

I could really identify with. At
the time, I thought it verbalized
the quintessential me. In front of
my entire kindergarten class at
Jane Hoop School, my teacher
Miss Sallee asked me to stand up
and tell the class my name,
where I had moved from and
what kind of fun play-time activities I liked to do.

Editorial Editor
The BG Newt
214 West HaD
—
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Menu choices a matter of taste 'Airplane' fueled
Food Operations handles students' requests, complaints

by local dollars

by Maria Kromer
staff reporter

by Beth Gohring
reporter

When attempting to serve
about 80,000 people a week, University Food Operations can't
please everyone and it sets
plenty of complaints, according
to Jane Schimpf, director of
Food Operations.
A new gripe among University
students is the overabundance of
fish on the daily menu. Schimpf
said this complaint began lust
this year, after Food Operations
had responded to an increasing
demand for more fish in the
past. "We serve beef and
chicken everyday too, but you
never here complaints about
that," she said.
A number of food items are
consistently popular, according
to Judy Iianos, service manager at Founders cafeteria.
"Spaghetti and hamburgers and
trench fries are always popular,
and though some foods are not
so popular, we like to provide a
variety," she said.

An illegal gambling game
is becoming increasingly popular in northwest Ohio and at
the University.
In the game, commonly
called "Pyramid" or "Airplane," several starting players contribute a certain
amount of money, ranging
from $2 to $2,000, into a pot.
The money is received by the
pilot, or leader of the group.
By getting others to participate in the game, the starting
players make money for
themselves.
"The illegal aspect of this
game results in the
fact that
the winnings are
not taxed
as part of
one's income ,''
said Bill
Bess, director of University Public
Safety.
"Any undeclared winnings
totaling more than $300 can
result in a felony charge of
the fourth degree," Bess said.

The food service units like to
honor student requests as much
as possible, Schimpf said, and
the best thing to do is talk to the
manager of the cafeteria, or use
the available suggestion boxes.
"We'll try practically anything
that a student asks for - that's
what we're here for, to serve the
students," Lianos said.
OTHER COMPLAINTS about
the food service on campus are a
result of the increase in prices
this semester, Schimpf said.
"We made changes in prices in
items that really hit home with
students, and the biggest one is
onpop," she said.
The rise in food prices can be
attributed to a number of
sources, she said. The proposals
made for this year were not
accurate, and fewer extra coupon books and contracts were
sold than anticipated. Also, food
services has hit a plateau in
income so a combination of increasing prices and decreasing
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Dorothy Sears and Loretta Orwig. full-time workers In Kreischer cafeteria, dish up some cream of
cauliflower soup out of one of the large cooking kettles in the cafeteria.

of expenses by cutting labor and
supplies is necessary to work
with the changes, she said.
"With coupons though, any
price increase is very visible to
students on a daily basis,"
Schimpf said.
The annual student fee for
students' meals at Bowling
Green is lower than a number of
comparable schools, she said.
Miami University students pay
$1,300 and Ohio University students pay $1368 for a year of food
service, compared to the $880
University students now pay for
four coupon books a semester,
she said.
Next week the cafeterias will
begin offering a soup and sandwich combination for $1, in or-

der to help those students who
have a minimum number of
coupons to rely on, Schimpf
said. "We have to consistently
offer something good and at a
fair price in order to accommodate all the students," she said
THE UNIVERSITY'S projected budget to be spent on food
this year is $2.18 million and
every cent paid for a food item is
accounted for, she said. When a
hamburger is sold for $1, 43
cents goes to labor, 33 cents is
for the actual food, 5 cents is for
supplies and 19 cents goes for
other expenses such as repairs,
equipment, facility charges and
utilies.

When the University switched
to the coupon system in 1971, the

coupon users and the cafeterias
were given greater flexibility.
Students have a choice in the
number of coupon books they
wish to buy and can use coupons
anywhere on campus. The units
can offer a wider variety of food
because of the cut down on
waste and the ability to respond
to student demands.
There may be changes in the
near future for food services
according to Schimpf. The serving hours in some cafeterias
may be cut down and cafeterias
may begin to rely on more selfservice. Schimpf says there is a
need to get away from being so
labor intensive, and put more
dollars into what affects the
students - the food.

Participants could receive
a maximum sentence of one
and a half years imprisonment and a $2,500 fine.
"The game has not been
identified as a problem to our
department and there is no
evidence that it is a problem
on a large scale," Bess said.
Bess said he has not received any complaints about
the game, but said he is not
shutting his eyes to the possibility that a problem may

exist.
HE SAID pyramid playir?
is a violation of the law, and
people should not get something for nothing.
' 'There is no such thing as a
free lunch," he said.
As explained by George
Hough, assistant professor of
sociology, the game is made
up of eight players referred to
as passengers who make up
the base.
They then move up to the
crew members' position.
Since there are only four crew
members and eight passengers, another
pyramid
breaks off
and is
formed.
Each
crew
member is
responsible for
finding
two more
people to
be passengers by contributing the specified amount of
money. If they succeed they
will move up into the co-pilot
position.
If they cannot find two
more passengers, the players
lose the money they have
invested.
There are only two co-pilots, thus still another pyramid breaks off and is
formed.
This process continues until
16 different pyramids have
been formed and the player
receives the money in the
pilot position. Players sometimes win amounts ranging
from $20 to $100,000.

Host an exchange student.
Seniors,

You're Out!

Nassau/Paradise Island
''SPRING BREAK''
MARCH 20 - 27, 1987 Uom $349
COMPLETE PACKAGE INCLUDES:
• ROCJNDTRIP MOTORCOACH FROM CAMPOS TO AIRPORT.
• ROGNDTRIP AIR TRANSPORTATION FROM NEW YORK TO NASSAU',
PARADISE ISLAND.
• ROUNDTRIP TRANSFERS FROM AIRPORT TO HOTEL.
• 7 NIGHTS HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS.
• WELCOME RUM SWIZZLE..
• ONE HOUR RUM SWIZZLE PARTY.
• THREE HOUR CRUISE WITH UNLIMITED RUM PUNCH AND ON
BOARD ENTERTAINMENT
• THREE BEACH PARTIES (ONE WITH FREE LUNCH) MUSIC AND
ACTIVITIES.
• EXCLUSIVE FREE ADMISSION TO THE PALACE DISCO, WATERLOO
AND DRUMBEAT CLUB (NORMALLY $10 COVER CHARGE EACH.)
• ALL HOTEL TAXES, ENERGY SURCHARGE, AND MAID GRATUITIES.
• COMPLETE PROGRAM OF OPTIONAL SIGHTSEEING TOURS.
• ON LOCATION PROFESSIONAL TOUR ESCORT!
• COLLEGE WEEK PROGRAMS BY THE BAHAMAS TOURIST OFFiCE.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

of the 1987 KEY senior section
if you miss the last portrait shoot

AMERICAN TRAVEL SERVICES, INC.
859 HIGH RIDGE ROAD
STAMFORD, CT. 06905
1-800-231-0113 or (203) 968-0118

Sittings are NOW
Through next Friday!
Call The KEY at 372-8086 now to schedule
your appointment today!
This is the last session and your last chance

LIMITED SPACE!!
SIGN UP NOW!!

Be a hit and immortalize yourself!
.
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Prof edits disease history book
"One day I was talking to an
editor from the Cambridge
Press about the need for a
history of diseases, and ... I
was editor."
—Kenneth Kiple

by Mike Amburgey
staff reporter

Human diseases have a distinct history that can be traced
through sociological, demographic and biological means.
That's the conclusion of University history professor Kenneth Kiple, who is working as
editor in chief of a book that
examines the geography and
history of human diseases.
Kiple is working with approximately 150 physicians, clinicians, pathologists and social
scientists in a collective effort
aimed at a 1990 publication date
of "The Cambridge History and
Geography of Human Disease."
After writing two books on
black-related malnutrition and
disease and the impact of slavery on blacks' health, Kiple
found there was a need for the
reference work he is c"ting.
"One day I was talking to an
editor from the Cambridge
Press about the need for a history of diseases, and the next
thing I knew, I was editor,"
Kiple said.

Disease Control in Atlanta, Ga.,
along with doctors from the Surgeon General's office, are also
writing for the book, Kiple said.
"One of the most difficult
tasks will be to get the highest
quality articles,' Kiple said.
The book will discuss diseases
in general, but will not list individual types of diseases, Kiple
said.
"Cancer will be discussed as a
general human disease, instead
of talking about lung cancer or
other cancers." he said.
Kiple said history and geography play important roles in
tracing diseases. He cited hypertension in blacks as an example.
"Before slavery began, black

Kiple said the project's two
major obstacles are finding time
to work on the book with his busy
schedule of research work and
teaching, and doing the tremendous amount of editing that
needs to be done.
"A LOT of the social scientists
don't understand the biological
aspects, and a lot of doctors
can't write," Kiple said. He said
he picked up the medical knowledge he possesses by doing research for his previous books.
Kiple said contributors to the
two volume project come from
Great Britain, Portugal, Australia and France among other
countries.
Scientists from the Center for

people in Africa didn't have a lot
of salt in their diet. Then they
were brought over here where
they ate a lot of salty foods, plus
the conditions they lived under
caused their hypertension,"
Kiple said.
HISTORY ALSO shows that
man's progression of lifestyles
has produced more "diseases of
civilization," Kiple said. He said
when man was a hunter-gatherer he ate a variety of foods,
moved from place to place
avoiding his own contamination
and was generally more
healthy.
"Then man settled down, ate a
single crop that he raised, and
polluted the water," Kiple said.
Kiple said there are so many
human diseases, including SO
diseases humans share with
hogs and cattle, and roughly 35
shared with chickens, that criteria have to be used in deciding
what diseases get discussed.
"The criteria will basically be
whatever disease has had a negative demographic impact on
civilization, Kiple said.

Ski team member mourned by friends
Barbara Reschke's friends remember her as always being
"there for anybody who needed
her."
Monday, those friends gathered in her hometown of Parma
in her memory.
The University sophomore
was killed in a car-truck acci-

dent last week near Fremont as
she was returning to the University from her hometown.
Reschke, 20, who was majoring in visual communication
technology, was driving south on
Ohio 53, one mile north of Fremont, when she went left of
center at about 8:20 p.m. Thursday and struck a northbound

tractor-trailer truck head-on,
according to troopers at the Fremont post of the Ohio Highway
Patrol.
She was dead on arrival at
Fremont Memorial Hospital,
troopers said.
Reschke was a member of the
University's ski team.
"She was one of the most

B.O.S. RENTALS
Apartments
Houses &
sleeping rooms
353-1336
Yes! We do
allow pets!

MARK'S

I
I
I

Large 1 Item Pizza
ONLY $5.00
Call 332-3351 for Bowling Green's Quality Pizza

%

PHOTOGRAPHY
INFORMATION
DATES: February 11 thru March
18 Wednesdays
TIME: 9-10 p.m.
WHERE: 107 Hayes Hall
FEE: 48.00 Payable at time of
sign-up
Minimum: 8
Maximum: 15
Coarse Description:
-This course is designed for those that have )5mm cameras (or can
borrow one) and have link or no experience in handling/mimpulating
the camera. Those who have a camera thai can be run manually
(Shuiterspeeds eg- 30. 60. 125. 250. 500 etc and aperaiure eg- 1.8. 2.
2.8, 4, 5.6, 8, 11, 16. etc.) will benefit moil fiom the course. However,
those with semi-manual cameras (a lettle control) have (ound the
course rewarding as well. Topics we will cover include composition,
lighting, situation shooting, and others. No fancy equipment is
needed, though having a flash, tripod, or other equipment will be to
your benefit as you will learn how to use ihem.
latlrvctor: Ted SchulU
"Students receive the I" roll of film free"
'"Additional expenses will be a roll of film per week plus developing
expenses"*

Sign-ups end Feb 6.
MIXOLOGY INFORMATION
DATE: February 16 thru March 16 Mondays
TIME: 7-8:15
WHERE: N.E. Commons
FEE: M8.00 Payable at time of sign-up
Minimum: 20
Maximum: 40
Course Description:
-You will learn about types ol alcohol and liquor laws. You will learn
how to mix bask dnnlts Sampling your work is an extra bonus!
Certificates will be issued upon completion of the course. Sample 30
different types of beer from around the world.
iMtntetor: Michael Stcmple
OvaJincaOoa: He is a bartender at Tradewmds. He has been teaching
the UAO mixology course for about six yean.
"•You must be 21! I.D. required at lime of sign-up"
•••You must bring your I.D. 10 the first CIMI-"

Stf Mps end Feb. 12
CAKE DECORATING
DATE: February 14, 1987 (Saturday)
TIME: 1:00 pm - 3:30 pm
WHERE: Faculty Lounge-Second Floor Union
FEE: '5.00 Payable at time of sign-up
Minumum: 3
Maximum: 12
Course Description:
-To learn proper techniques of cake decorating including borders,
flowers, and wriiiag.
-The extent of what will be taught will be decided according to lime and
lalenl of students.
Istatrartor: Martetle Heryak
QawNAcaUoa: Has worked with cakes for 10 years
Has cake decorating business for 5 years
Took 3 classes herself
••••Students will receive 3 lips-one for writing, one for borders, and
one for flowers lo keep""

Sign nps End Feb. 10

WmjB&f
Sign up in the UAO Office,
3rd Floor Union
• ao rtlaaa »W tt (l>ti <atf« UAO ant tat roant•
• ao (*faaa will be (i«a H yaa (all lo atttsvd la* ctaaa*

*

IXP. 1 15-17

I
I
I
I

J

LEVEL B CPR
DATE: February 10 and 12
TIME: 6-10 pm
WHERE: N.E. Commons
FEE: '20.00 Payable at time of sign-up
Minimum: 6
Maximum: 12
Coarse Description:
-Lecture* and demonstrations by instructors and practice by students
on maniktns are the primary leaching methods used. The course covers
moulh-to-mouth breathing, one-rescuer CPR. care for a conscious or
unconscious choking victim, respiratory emergencies, and CPR foe
babies and children.

wonderful people I've ever
known," Scott Weber, president
of the ski team, said. "She was
always there for everybody, a
real trooper."
Robert Conibear, ski team adviser, said Reschke was a "very
active" team member and "a
very concerned young lady,
about other people."
The ski team members took a
van to Parma on Monday to
attend memorial services for
Reschke at Bush Memorial Funeral Home.
Burial was in Lutheran Memorial Park in Hinckley.

Hillary Hossleld, a freshman accounting major, takes a few
minutes to study for her logic class in the Education building
Wednesday afternoon.

I HAIR REPAIR

I HAIRCUT
I SPECIAL
$
I 6
I
II

eve*-.

PERM
SPECIAL^

no
shampoo

$

25 on
short
hair

(regular $10)

Coupon must be presented ( g|Jj| )

352-2566
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Shadow play

YelkwHou«l)ehindTacoBell

I

I
I
I
I■

WHAT IS CPR?
CPR. or cardiopulmonary resuscita
tion. is an emergency lilesaving tec
nique used by one or two people tc
artificially maintain another person s
breathing and heartbeat in the ever
the (unctions suddenly stop. CPR
combines mouth-to-mouth breathing
and chest compressions to keep
oxygen-nch blood flowing to the
victim's brain until an emergency
service with advanced lite support is
available Contact your local American Heart Association tor more
mlormation

Sign ups end Feb. 10 3:00 pm
FIRST AID INFORMATION
DATE: February 24 and 26
TIME: 6:30-10:30 pm
WHERE: State Room
FEE: '15.00 Payable at time of sign-up
Minimum: 6
Maximum: 24
Course Description:
-Multimedia Standard Firsl Aid. This course was developed lo provide
fundamental principles and skills in firsl aid. II prepares persons lo
care for most injuries and to meet most emergencies when medical
assistance is nol excessively delayed. The multimedia system of
instruction is a scientifically developed system featuring filmed
demonstrations, inslruclor-led practice sessions, and programmed
workbooks. The course can provide solid first aid (raining in one day.
The multimedia system provides a uniformly high quality of instruction and should be considered as a primary course for general training.

Sign ups end Feb. 19
ADVANCED MIXOLOGY
DATE: February 16 thru March 16 Mondays
TIME: 8:15-9:30
WHERE: N.E. Commons
FEE: M8.00 Payable at time of sign-up
Minimum: IS
Maximum: 40
Course Description:
-You will learn about types of alcohol and liquor laws. You will learn
how lo mix bask drinks. Sampling your work is an extra bonus!
Certificates will be issued upon completion of the course. Sample JO
different types of beer from around the world.
laMraclor: Michael Stemple
tjaaafkattoa: He is a bartender at Tradewinds. He has been leaching
the UAO Mixology course for about six years.
"You must have taken Mixology before you can lake the Advanced
Mixology*
"You must be 211 l-D. required at lime of sign-up**
••'You must brin( your I.D. to the first class**-

S!;_

M

end Feb. 12

CALLIGRAPHY INFORMATION
DATE: February 24 - March 19 Tuesdays
TIME: 6-7 pm
WHERE: Taft Room
FEE: $15.00 Payable at time of sign-up
Minimum: 7
Maximum: IS
Course Description:
-In class practice will cover five bask lettering styles: Roman, Celtic.
Gothic, Bookhand, and Italic. Also included will be lots of information on how to see calligraphy layouts for finished work and shortcuts.
MATERIALS INCLUDE: Bottle of ink
Pen holder and 2 lettering nibs
paper for practicing
l issues
tape
grid paper line guides for different lettering
stylet
Lots of handouts will be given for the students continued use and
leference
laaaractor: Candacc Grier
••Price includes all supplies needed which you can keep**

Sign nps End Feb. IS

Alpha Delta Pi Announces
their 1987-88 Officers
President
Executive Vice President
v.P. of Pledge Education
Co-Treasurers
Recording Secretary
Corresponding Secretary
Rush
House
Guard
Steward
Junior Panhel Rep.
Senior Panhel Rep.
Social
PhUantropy
Executive at Large
Standards
Scholarship
Chaplain
Activities
Registrar
Publicity/Historian
Spirits & Traditions
Recommendations
Song Leader
Alumni Relations
Assistant Pledge
Assistant Treasurer
Assistant Rush
Panhel Alternate
Assistant Social
Assistant PhUantropy
Assistant Standards
Assistant Board
Pledge Board
Social Board

Julie Rayburn
Kim Thut
Debbie Coil
Debby Copen
Patti Northam
Nancy Brandt
Renee Bank
Kimberlyn Forte
Sherri Wright
Ginger Bachman
Lynn Gllsdorf
Julie Meyer
Rhonda Stierhoff
Lisa Titterington
Amy Hallenbrook
Cindy Westendorf
Nancy Snitch
Cathy Ryan
Sheryl Birkmire
Lynn Shanks
Darlene Fisher
Debby Copen
Melissa Swartzel
Debby Copen
Wendy Norris
Lynn Shanks
Judy Johnson
Suzanne Biddle
Crystal Hanna
Mary Jo Frollo
Cindy westendorf
Wendy Norris
Caroline Schnetzer
Lori Holz
Debbie Dolan
Sheryl Berkmlre
Nancy Brandt
Cathy Ryan
Kim Thut
Deb Willeman
Kimberlyn Forte
Nancy Snitch

CONGRATULATIONS!
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Library makes 'friends
Student group to promote services

902 E. WOOSTER - NEXT TO T.O.'s - PHONE: 352-3951
OPEN MON thru WED 9 to 9 THURS & FRI 9 to 10 SAT 10 to 8 SUNDAY 11 to 6

by Judy Immel
staff reporter

Studying and researching are not the only tilings
going on at Jerome Library.
Student library employees are organizing a
Student Friends of the Library program, in conjunction with Friends of the Library. While programs such as Friends of the Library are common
across the country, there are no student organizations of this nature.
The goals of Student Friends are to increase
student input and involvement in the library and
to increase student awareness of library services,
according to members of the group. Students will
also have the chance to meet with Rush Miller,
dean of the library, to discuss their thoughts.
The fee to join Student Friends is $5.
"This organization is a good vehicle for students
to discuss library policies," Miller said.
"I feel the library has received a tremendous
amount of interest from the students, and I hope

that students would take advantage of belonging
to such a unique group," he said.
"This is also a consciousness-raising organization," said Martha Rodgers, vice president of the
Friends and adviser to the new student group.
"IT MAKES a statement to the professors,
alumni and community that there are students
who care about the intellectual achievement on
this campus," she said.
The Jerome Library is in the top 110-120 university libraries in the country, Miller said.
Friends of the Library recently provided the
library a grant to purchase two typewriters for the
typing room.
The Friends can make it a better library in
ways that the state can't provide for," Rodgers
said.

SERVING COLLEGE STUDENTS FOR 25 YEARS

211.86
Milk

!by Amy Burkett
ireporter

LDo you enjoy the thrill of adnture? Would you take the
chance to experience new and
exotic places and cultures?
1
If so, you may be interested in
taking an upcoming class offered at the University: "Foreign Travel: An Independent
Approach."
: The class, in its ninth year,
begins tomorrow and runs
through March 12from7:3O-9:30
p.m. Instructors Roger Holiday, Claudia Fischer and Roger
Anderson teach the class.
"The class is designed for

three types of people: those who
have never traveled, those who
have traveled with tour groups,
and those who have done both,"
Anderson said.
The purpose of this class is to
show how to plan a trip, choose
what countries to visit, how to
travel once a traveler arrives in
a country, accomodations, shopping, language, currency exchange and how to record your
trip, Anderson said.
"You will also learn how to
become more confident, use
your time efficiently and shortcuts that will make your experience more enjoyable," he said.
Although the class is focused

CAMPUS ESCORT SERVICE. 372-8360.

Heart
Healthy
Recipe

MIDNITt SHOW
TThe perfect victim
| Or so he thought.

FARRAH FAWCETT

THUR. STUDENTS WITH VALID ID $2
FEB. •—THE MISSION-PLATOON

ONfftJAlA?

7:30 & 9:15

7:30 * 9:15
I'-"I

[PG-13]

only 45 *
Everyday Low Prlca

NM4WST

A

16 oz.
nonreturnable
bottles
Diet 7 up
A & W Root Beer
Orange Crush
Hawaiian Punch
Sale Price ends 2/12/87

39*

TREND
HfcAVY DUTY
LAUNDRY
DETERGENT
42 02

CHEERIOS
TOASTED OAT 5 .j AA
CEREAL 7 oz.
I , Z <J

FUDGE
BROWNIE MIX

YOUR CHOICE

BEEFARONI
LASAGNA
SPAGHETTI Wf MEAIBAll
BEEF RAVIOLI

GIANT SIZE
- .
_ _
$"1
TQ
I aW%7

JIFFY

CHEF BOYARDEE
•
•
•
•

$$$$$

j
,I 5 OZ.

8 oz.

PARTY CRACKERS

BIC STIC

YOUR CHOICE

MEDIUM POINT INK PENS
• BLUE
f%

•
•
•
•
•

TRISCUIT 9'^ 01
LOW SALT TRISCUIT 1 •-. o,
BETTER CHEDDER 7oi
NUTTY WHEAT THINS 10 oi
RITZ 8 or

1.19

tj
H» |

39*

PAGE

BATHROOM TISSUE
4 ROLLS

KLEENEX

BLISTEX

FACIAL TISSUE

• OINTMENT .14 oz.
• Balm .1 5 oz.
LIMIT 2

RUFFLES

1.09

POTATO CHIPS
6V2 oz

SCOTCH TAPE
UTILITY TAPE
'J x 800 in.
RK 2

A

HURRY! SALb HHICES fcND 2 • 12 • 8/

STEVE MARTIN
M,
CHASE
SHORT

30

Ml M SlOtf K* OTIAU

WE CASH BGSU PAYROLL CHECKSI

Cp >Jl \J) Cp .□

MON & WED STUDENTS $2.00
EVES—ADULTS $3.50

CLA-ZEL

FREE EXTRA PRINTS
GUARANTEED 1 DAY
PROCESSING

SOLD AT
STATE MINIMUM
PRICES!

m ■*

175ct

r&0c»cAJej£-

Place chicken pieces in a large
saucepan Add enough water to
cover Cook until tender about 25
minutes
Remove chicken pieces from the
broth and put in the tomatoes.
garlic onion and chides. Slide
chicken meat off the bones and return meat to the broth Add beans
and simmer about 15 minutes
Yield about 2 quarts
Approx calserv t cup - 190
1 tortilla - 60

PHOTO
PROCESSING

7 up

FOR OFFICE SCHOOL & HOME USE
LINED
100 ct
'

EXTREMITIES
ra

1.75
89*

BREAD
LOAF 16 oz

2FOR ]

SOLD AT
STATE MINIMUM
PRICES!

INDEX CARDS

What she did lo survive is nolhing
compared lo what she'll do 10 gel even

MEXICAN CHICKEN SOUP
1 3-pour>d trying chicken, skinned
and cut into serving pieces
2 cups canned tomatoes
1 clove garlic, minced
'/? cup chopped onion
■''■> cup canned mildly hot California
chilies. diced (or '<*■ cup tor a
milder flavored soup)
2 cups cooked, drained pinto
beans or garbanzos

Gallon
Vi Gallon

on European travels, the three
professors have traveled extensively around the world including Scandanavia, South
America, Greece, Yugoslavia,
Argentina, Brazil, France, England and Africa.
"Foreign travel is a very rewarding experience that
shouldn't be ignored. It can be
enjoyed at any age from children to the handicapped. There
are ways we can all enjoy traveling." Anderson said.
Holliday and Fischer write a
weekly travel column for The
Blade in Toledo. Anderson is a
professor of political science at
the Uni versify.

B

2%

Travel class spans the globe

PICTUKIPICTUif!

SOLD AT
STATE MINIMUM
PRICES!

Plus tax
Sale Price ends 2/12/87

She said, for instance, that the possibility of
installing coat racks is being examined. She said
this is something for which there would not be an
allotment in the regular library budget.

—Every Day—

SOLD AT
STATE MINIMUM
PRICES!

Cigarettes
• All Brands
• Package

it;

162£*ALL5.98

CODE
'A'

Albums & Cassettes
•
•
•
•

«5^V

ELVIS COSTELLO
RUSH
BEACH BOYS
CHICAGO

$

2.99

•
•
•
•

MOODY BLUES
ELTON JOHN
THE WHO
BOBSEGER

SAVINGS END ON 2 • 12 • 87

ALKA SELTZER

^^

PLUS
20 tab.
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BAUSCH & LOMB
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1.29
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SHAMPOO &
CONDITIONER
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TAMPAX
TAMPONS
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SUPER
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• SOFT CONTROL

1.89
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HSA to sponsor
tuition raffle
by Debbie Rogers
reporter

Touchel

BG News/Mike McCune

Lisa McNaney. freshman physical therapy major, judges the
fencing of Calvin Fought, senior aeronautical technology

major, and Erin Heskett, freshman undecided major in Eppler
South Gym yesterday afternoon.

Procrastination: 'thief of time'
Students urged not to put off work until semester's end
by Jackie Jackson
reporter

"Don't put off for tomorrow what you
could have done today."
This popular saying is often ignored by
many University students who are notorious
for postponing classwork until the semester's end.
According to Rene Ruiz, director of Latin
American studies, college students are so
busy absorbing everything that they lose
track of their priorities.
Allen Fitts, graduate student, disagreed.
"Procrastinators have priorities, Fitts
said. "They just have different ones."
Some procrastinators, referred to by Fitts

"Shell begin a task, like getting her
master's degree, yet never finish it. I guess
she's afraid of the gap that will be present
once she's completed her degree."
Janis Wells, educational specialist at the
Study Skills Center, said peer pressure is
one of the main reasons why students procrastinate.
According to Wells, students should follow
a "time management plan."
Some of her suggestions include allowing
at least two hours of study time for each
hour in class; reading textbook assignments
before class; reviewing class notes immediately after class; breaking down lengthy
assignments into smaller tune blocks; and
asking for help when problems arise.

as "chronic procrastinators," put things off
for a long time and accomplish nothing.
Others, whom be called "responsible procrastinators," put things off, but find a way
to meet deadlines.
Edward Stockwell, sociology professor,
has different ideas on procrastinating.
"Procrastination," he said, "is the Thief of
time. "Procrastinators feel they have plenty
of time, but actually they don't, he said.
SOME PEOPLE procrastinate because of
what he called "a psychological fear of
closure."
The fear of closure is "the fear of having
nothing to do after finishing a task, "he said.
He said his wife perfectly fits this description.
»ieio<0)0»
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The
Organics

Big 2 bedroom, furn. & unfurn.
some have new carpet
private parking
washer & dryer on premises
most to have new bedroom drapes

328 S. Main

352-5620

If you plan to enter graduate or
professional school in Fall 1987,
you may be eligible for a
National Scholarship.

Thurs.-Sat.

STOP BY OUR OFFICE TODAY

Howard's is a designated driver participant

210 N. Main

No Cover
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f Your "Wildest"
Spring Break ever!
Hike the Appalachian Trail
in North Carolina
March 20-29

The 1986 winners were: Abbie
Taylor, sophomore science education major, $400; Christine
Miller, senior fashion merchandising and art major, $250; Julie
Tobin, sophomore magazine
journalism major, $250; Michael
Doherty, junior English and philosophy major, $250; Elizabeth
Rice, sophomore English education major, $125; and Amy
Sitler, sophomore technical
writing major, $125.

Senior Members
of Phi Eta Sigma:

presents

801 & 803 FIFTH ST.

BASHORE IS a retired faculty
member of the English department who teaches one semester
during the year. He was director
of the Honors Program from
1978-1981.
"The students decided to
name the scholarship in Bob
Bashore's name because he was
director before Paul (Haas),"
said Darrow.
The director of the Honors
Program, two students from the
Erogram and two faculty memers of the Honors Advisory
Council decide the scholarship
winners. This panel interviews
the honor students for approximately 20 minutes.

♦HE 4>HE 4-HE SHE 4-HE -tHE 4>HE 4-HE 4>HE 4>HL »HE

Howard's Club H

FREE HEAT, WATER, SEWER, & CABLE

With tuition increasing every
semester and financial aid owlets decreasing, many students
would probably Jump at a
chance to win a free semester's
tuition. The Honors Student Association is offering that chance.
During Feb. ft-24, raffle tickets
can be bought to win one semester's tuition, $821.
Three $50 book scholarships
will also be given away.
The tuition and book scholarships will be deposited in the
winners' bursar accounts.
Raffle tickets can be purchased for $1 each or 6 tickets
for $5. Undergraduates or graduate students must be registered
for at least one credit hour at the
University to enter the contest.
HSA will have ticket locations
in the Math Science Building
and Moseley Hall among other
places around the University.
"Well have tables all over
campus," said Phil Albertino,
treasurer of HSA and a Junior
accounting major.
The winning ticket will be
drawn Feb. 25 during half time of
the Western Michigan basketball game. Susan Darrow, assistant director of the Honors
Program, said that the person
with the winning raffle ticket
does not have to be present at
the game.
ALL OF the proceeds from the
tuition raffle will go to the HSA
J. Robert Bashore Scholarship.
The scholarships will be
awarded next fall.
This scholarship is limited to
Honors Program members with
a GPA of 3.5 or above and who
show a diversity of education.
Albertino said that, for example, a student would have a
better chance at winning one of
the scholarships if he was a
business major and also took

classes in another field.
In 1966, one scholarship of $400
was awarded and $1,000 was
divided among five other students.
Albertino said the amount increased from 1985 because of
donations.
"Last year it was only $1,000,"
he said. "But because of outside
funds, we raised it this year."
Students who have previously
won one of the Bashore Scholarships may not reapply next
fall.
Darrow said, "We want to
pass it around so as many students as possible may win."
Albertino added that this will
also give other people a chance
to win.

\;

$139
INCLUDES: Food, transportation, equipment & MORE !

Sign-ups begin Feb. 17, 9:00 pm
70.00 deposit needed with sign-up
Sign-up in the UAO office
3rd floor, Union

For more information contact:
Lori Prebevsek, 353-0129
or
Stephen Buehrer 372-6430
♦HE *HE *HE *HE *HE *HE *HE *HE *HE »HE *HE

Our three-year and
two-year scholarships won't
make college easier.
Just easier to pay for.
Even if you didn't start college on a scholarship, you
could finish on one. Army ROTC Scholarships
pay for full tuition and allowances for educational
fees and textbooks. Along with up to $1,000
a year. Get all the facts. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

$

372-2343

_ Do Something for
(SJKD
yourself this year!

Now accepting scholarship applications.
All majors may apply.
For all of the details, call 2-2476
or stop by Room 151, Memorial Hall
and ask for Captain Dave Wolf,
Scholarship Coordinator.

ARMY RESERVE ONCERS' TRAINING CORPS '

■
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Thoreen

Abductions spur reactions
by Fonda Smith
reporter

How are University students reacting to the
recent kidnappings in Lebanon?
Students expressed differing opinions about the
recent abduction of four American professors taken from Beirut University by gunmen disguised as police.
Some said they believe Americans have a right
to be in Lebanon and should not have to live in
fear, while others believe they are putting all
Americans in danger by staying in the country.
Robert Polhill, 53, of New York, a lecturer in
accounting; Allan Steen, 47, of Arcata, Calif., an
instructor in communication arts: Jesse Turner,
39, of Boise, Idaho, visiting professor of mathematics and computer science; and Indian Mithileshwar Singh, a visiting professor of finance who
is a U.S. resident alien, were abducted.
1

Doug Carrico, senior sports management major, said he believes the United States should show

more strength in dealing with terrorists.
"I think the U.S. should take more of a stand and
go in there and get them out
If we keep letting
the kidnappings happen without showing any
force to get them back ... it will continue/'
Carrico said.
Inrin Johnson, senior parisitology and medical
entomology major, said he believes stiffer penalties should be put on Americans who choose to
stay.
'If they're going to stay, the U.S. should make
them put something in writing for them ...
something which says that they are aware of the
consequences if they stay, because it puts us out
on a limb. We've warned them and we can't keep
spending money and our time to try and get them
back - what else can we do?"
Michael Jackson, junior industrial training major, said the hostages are still a part of America,
and they should not be forgotten.
"I think we should still help them ... because
they are American citizens," Jackson said.

Blotter
D Three cars were broken
into and burglarized Monday
night in the parking lot of
Buckeye Budget Inn. 1740 E.
Wooster St., city police said
yesterday. The burglaries
were reported between 7:50
and 9:30 a.m. Tuesday .
Two of the cars were
driven by people working at
the Woodland Mall construction site.
Work clothing, a jacket
and $400 in cash belonging to
a Ravenna man were stolen
from a car owned by one of
the construction companies
working at the site. The
thieves damaged a vent window in entering the car.
A Canon 35-millimeter
camera and case, a tool box
and tools were stolen from a
second car belonging to another construction-site

i

worker from Akron.
Stolen from the third car,
which belonged to a Tennessee man, were a leather
briefcase containing business papers, a pipe, two pairs
of sunglasses and a box of 12
8-track tapes.
All three men were staying
at the motel.
"They (the thieves) were
Brobably stealing anything
ley could get their hands
on/' Police Chief Galen Ash
said.
Ash said police were
checking with other communities along 1-75 to see if
similar break-ins had been
reported.
D One other car was broken into and one vandalized
Monday night in another part
of town, police said.
A Spectrum radar detector, two Pioneer stereo

_CHARLESTOWN
APARTMENTS

MID AM MANOR
Choose from choice apartments within
walking distance to campus—Summer
1987 and 1987-88 school year.
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or
unfurnished, gas heat & water included,
air conditioning

speakers and a box of cassette tapes were stolen from
a car parked at 214 Napoleon
Rd. sometime after 6:30 p.m.
Monday.
Entry was gained by
breaking out the front passenger window, police said.
The total value of the items
stolen was $318.
Q A University student reported to police Tuesday
morning that on two different
occasions, the antenna and
gas cap were taken from her
car while it was parked behind 630 Third St.

3 Continued from page 1.
money for me," Thoreen said.
"I'd rather not teach unless it
were for students at a small
privite school. There are too
many individuals in a larger
public school, who are not as
serious about what they're
studying."
Thoreen describes himself as
a writer who uses pen and paper
rather than a typewriter.
At times, the writing goes
better than others, he said.
"I don't really get writer's
block," Thoreen said. "I can
always get something written.
The problem is mat sometimes
the lines I do get written aren't
good enough."
This involves re-writing, lots
of re-writing, according to Thoreen.
"It's bard work," Thoreen

Fishing

said. "Re-writing is never-ending and it's a very wearing feeliOREEN HAS has had some
"l£
of his short stories published in

small regional magazines such
as Lower Stump Lake Review
and The Mid-American Review.
He received two complimentary copies of the magazines for
his efforts, but no monetary
payment, he said.
"It's pretty standard that you
don't get paid for your short
stories," he said. "There's only
eight to 10 New York magazines
that pay for an author's works."
According to Thoreen, if writers do "make it" and get published, it doesn't mean they are
on their way to instant wealth.
"If you are an incredibly successful writer and get five stories published in a year, you'd
get paid $1,000-$1,200 per story,"

Thoreen said. "That's only
$6,000 for a year's work! You've
got to write books like Stephen
King to make money, but the
Larger the audience of your
works, the smaller the intellect."
Thoreen said that the magazine Redbook receives more
than 35,000 submissions a year
and only 30 to 40 of those submissions get published.
"You actually have a better
chance of winning the New York
State Lottery than getting published," Thoreen said, "even if
you're very good."
WRITERS need to be dedicated and prepared for many
rejections, he said. They should
know that whatever they are
writing may never be published
and all efforts may only equal a
result of poverty.

a Continued from page 1.
Northwest Ohio. It is a democratic pastime, which transcends the limits of age,
ethnicity, race, sex, education
and economic status," Blandy
said.
Consequently, the exhibit will
draw a diverse audience "ranging from the professional fisherperson to the sportsperson to the
sometime hobbyist to the interested bystander," Blandy said.

"Fishing, as sport, recreation or
occupation, is a pervasive influence on
the lives of people in Northwest Ohio. It is
a democratic pastime, which transcends
the limits of age, ethnicity, race, sex,
education and economic status."
—Doug Blandy, assistant professor of art

Congdon stressed the need for
this art form to be recognized
and ultimately appreciated.
"TOO OFTEN art forms are
removed from everyday living.
The celebration of the fishing
arts in gallery setting will help
us to focus on one group of arts
that function in people's lives on
a day-to-day basis ... even for
people who don't fish, formal
aesthetics can be appreciated in
these art objects/' Congdon
said.
Much of the information collected in the exhibit will be used
in a book about the folk art.
Tentatively, the book will be

Demonstrations at the exhibit
will include fish cleaning and
filleting, rod wrapping, taxidermy, model boat making and
fly tying.
At 2:30 p.m. on Saturday,
there will be a presentation, "In
Your Blood," about Lake Erie
commercial fishing.
At 3:30 p.m. there will be a
storytelling session moderated
by Marilyn Motz, assistant pro-

IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CURE
12953 KRAMER RO
- SO BO'S LARGEST
AND MOST
COMPLETE
IMPORT
FACILITY

published by two diffferent pub-

fessor of popular culture at the
University, and folklorist Lucy
Long of Bowling Green.
A variety of local fish delicacies will be setved, as well as
smoked fish and Lake Erie
wines. There will also be a cookbook compiled of local fish favorites available for sale.
The opening and exhibit is free
and open to all. The gallery is
open from 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday and 2-5 p.m
on Sundays.
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MEADOWVIEW COURTS 1

352-1195

214 Napoleon

Housing Openings
•••Available Immediately —

$270/mo.

352-7031
All residents will be granted the
privilege of using the Cherrywood
Health Spa located on 8th and High St.
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Announcing the

HOUSING
EDITION
of
THE BG NEWS

ADVERTISING DEADLINE:
Thursday, February 19,4 p.m.
u.ooo distributed at all regular
distribution points on and off campus

372-2601

214 West Hall

1

.ur Permanent Waves Are
Different. They're Red ken.

I«I

. Cooking lor yourself (or I
the flrsi rime
• Budgeting your money |
efficiently
• on-campus housing options

:*•:•:

One 2 bedroom
furnished apartment

THtNK

Monday, March 2,1987

«

plus gas and electric

Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380

• Making irw move to oil-campus
living
•Your legal rights as a lenani

1

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS
FREE.

The nicest things about Redken' permanent waves are the way they
last and leave your hair in excellent condition All Redken perms,
whether acid or alkaline, exothermic or kinetic, contain good-tor-yourhair ingredients dnd are custom-formulated tor different hair types.
Your Redken stylist will determine which perm is best tor you Come to
our Redken salon for a heodfull of long-lasting curls

Thursday

^REDKEN

Only lb 00 loi a
12 pi??a Atlh pep
je'ooi. double cheese
and entra Ihic* crust

The Arrangement

Call us.
Hou'5
1100 am 2am Sun Wed
II 00 am 3am Thur Sal
Our dnvtrs carry less
lhan $2000
Limned delivery area
'»•* 0v "oi r*m i~t

181 S. Main
Bowling Green

352-4101
352-4143

I6<6 E Wooster
Phone 352 1539

20% OFF

\

perms, haircuts, and haircolor
with this ad
Judy, Cindy, Nettie, Chris, Darcy, Shelly, Annette
offer good with the above stylists
expires 2-19-87

Elsewhere
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Democrats seek nuclear test ban .
WASHINGTON (A?) - House Democrats,
angry about a nuclear test this week under
the Nevada desert, called yesterday for
batting funds for weapons tests, postponing
further explosions and pursuing immediate
test ban negotiations with the Soviet Union.
The resolution denouncing Tuesday's test
and urging President Reagan to seek the
nuclear test ban was approved unanimously
by more than 130 lawmakers at a meeting of
the House Democratic Caucus.

by and allow him to drive the policy in
another direction."
The Soviet Union has not detonated weapons since August 1965. But Soviet leader
Mikhail Gorbachev said in December that
he would end the unilateral moratorium
after the first U.S. test explosion of this
year.
THE OFFICIAL Soviet news agency Tass
said after Tuesday's blast that it could push
the Kremlin to resume test explosions with
redoubled force."
Rep. Patricia Schroeder, D-Colo.. who.
with Gephardt has introduced a bill similar
to the resolution, called the test "the ultimate in bad faith
The opportunity (for a
test ban) has been lying around for 18
months. It's growing whiskers."
Schroeder said the frustration level is
such that moderate Democrats have now
(oined with liberals to seek funding restricions that would, for all practical purposes,

Leaders of the effort said the show of unity
reflected mounting frustration and fundamental disagreement with Reagan's arms
control policy, and could result in a congressional standoff with the White House.
"No matter what the president's saying, I
think his policy is an all-out arms race,"
said Rep. Richard Gephardt, D-Mo., chairman of the caucus and a prospective presidential candidate. "We intend to fight him
on these issues. We're not content to stand

end nuclear testing.
"There's been a real turnaround," she
said.
Gephardt and Schroeder said they fully
expect a presidential veto of their bill, which
has 140 co-sponsors and will be introduced in
the Senate soon. As an alternate strategy,
they said they will attach the measure to the
defense authorization bill scheduled to come
up this spring.
This week's test and a protest by antinuclear activists, among them actor Martin
Sheen and astronomer Carl Sagan, had been
scheduled for todav. An Energy Department
spokesman said the schedule was changed
because the test was ready, but conceded
the protest had also been considered.
THE DEMOCRATIC resolution labels the
nuclear test "a severe setback" for arms
control and said it would escalate the arms
race.

Ohio prison overcrowding to persist
COLUMBUS (AP)-Even
with more money to staff new
facilities, Ohio's overcrowded
prison system still will be bulging at the seams by 1989, the
state's top prison official said
yesterday.
Richard Setter, director of the
Ohio Department of Rehabilitation and Correction, was among
a group of officials who testified
before the House Finance Committee on Gov. Richard Celeste's proposal to finance state
operations for two years starting July 1. Most of them sought
additional funds.
Regents Chancellor William
Coulter, for instance, warned
that Celeste's hold-the-line budget could hurt students unless
higher education gets more
money. Tuitions could go up 15

percent or more, he said.
In another development, as
the Legislature devoted most of
its deliberations to committees,
the House Insurance Committee
heard from both sides on a controversial bill designed to make
insurance more available and
affordable.
Insurance Chairman Michael
Stinziano, D-Columbus, said he
hopes his panel can agree next
week on a new version of the bill,
which Celeste vetoed in December due to what he called overly
strict product liability language.
THE SENATE held a floor
session to act on one minor bill
giving a tax break to certain
residential care facilities for the
elderly. By a vote of 30-0, it was
sent to the House.

House Finance Chairman William Hinig, D-New Philadelphia, said that despite the
requests for increased funding,
Celeste's budget is not likely to
undergo major revisions in the
House.
"There may be some changes
- there always are - but unless
we do something about revenues, the changes will be minor,
and you know how we all feel
about (a tax increase)," Hinig
said, referring to earlier pledges
of a moratorium on major taxes.
Celeste's budget generally
calls for a continuation of current spending in the first year
and an increase of about 4 percent in the second, except for
prisons. Setter's department
would get a 32 percent increase
to staff new prisons under a

major construction plan now
nearing completion.
New facilities opened recently
in Marysville and Dayton, and
others will receive inmates later
this year in or near London,
Chillicothe, Orient, Lima and
Lancaster. Combined, they are
adding 4,500 beds to a system
that currently houses 22,300 prisoners in prisons intended to accommodate 13,500.
HOWEVER, SEITER said
that due to continuing population growth, the system by 1989
will still have 7,000 more prisoners than the prisons were intended to hold.
"Overcrowding is a long way
from being solved," the director
said, although he did not ask for
additional funds.
Coulter said higher education,
under the budget, would receive
an increase of only 5.3 percent
over both years while a case
could be made to support an 18.6
percent jump.

News Digest
Shuttle team starts training
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(AP)- Three of the astronauts who will fly the first
space shuttle mission since
Challenger exploded began
training as a team yesterday,
practicing launches and landings in a simulator.
Pilot Richard Covey and
mission specialists John
Lounge and David Hilmers
entered a computer-driven
cockpit simulator at the Johnson Space Center for four
hours of practicing the intricate procedures required to

launch and land the space
shuttle.
Mission commander Frederick "Rick" Hauck and mission specialist George Nelson
were out of town yesterday,
but all five crew members
are scheduled to start Joint
training next week.
They are scheduled to be
launched from the Kennedy
Space Center on the space
shuttle Discovery on Feb. 18,
1988, although that date is
expected to be pushed back.

U.S. regains America's Cup
FREMANTLE, Australia
(AP) - The America's Cup is
America's again, and Dennis
Conner now can be remembered as the first man to
regain the Cup instead of the
first to lose it.
"It's a great moment for
America, a great moment for
the Stars £ Stripes team,"
Conner said after guiding the
12-meter yacht Stars &
Stripes past Kookaburra III
yesterday and completing a 40 sweep for sailing's most
prized trophy.

"And a great moment for
Dennis Conner."
His boat won the final race
easily, by one minute, 59 seconds. The gunshot signifying
that Stars & Stripes had
crossed the finish line, its
huge American flag waving,
was the signal for the victory
celebration.
A solid mass of jubiliant
spectators lined the shore,
snouting and smiling as the
returning conquerors weaved
through a flotilla of boats that
flooded the harbor.

Pianist Liberace, 67, dies
PALM SPRINGS, Calif.
(AP) - Liberace, the un,equaled king of glitter who
dazzled audiences for four
decades with romantic piano
flourishes and outrageous
costumes, died yesterday. He
was 67.
The entertainer died at 2:05
p.m. PST, surrounded by
family, his manager, housekeepers and friends, said
Denise Collier, his spokeswoman in New York.
Liberace had been gravely
ill for weeks with what aides
said was anemia, emphy-

sema and heart disease, and
he had lapsed into a coma
Tuesday. Spokesmen denied
a report that he had AIDS.
The cause of death was
cardiac arrest due to congestive heart failure brought on
by subacute encephalopathy,
a general term for a degenerative disease of the Drain,
said Dr. Ronald Daniels.
On Monday, when word
spread that death was imminent, friends and relatives
fathered at his home, Casa de
iberace. Dozens of fans and
reporters stood vigil outside.
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"WE-NESS" AWARDS
WE-NESS - CONCERN FOR OTHERS,
FRIENDLINESS,
HELPFULNESS AND KINDNESS
These people have been selected as recipients of the prestigious "We-Ness" Awards. Their
kindness and helpfulness toward students has been noticed and is appreciated Many thanks
to them. Their efforts single them out. and they are to be highly commended.
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• RON ZWIERLEIN

*DR. CHARLES RICH
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• LINDA HAMMER
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• DR. JOSEPH KRAUTER
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• THOMAS GLICK

• DR. RICHARD MATHEY
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• DR. MICHAEL DOHERTY
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• DR. DARREL FYFFE

«DR. STUART KEELY
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• DR. GLENN STOOPS

• RICHARD ZOHLMAN
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CONGRATULATIONS - KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK!!!
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This Saturday, Feb. 7

Klotz Flower Farm
will preview its
Valentines Week Flowers
and gifts for you.
Large selections to give
you great gift ideas
Order our Valentine Week's
flowers and gifts as far
in advance as you can.

Klotz Flower Farm

end of South College & Napoleon Rd.
, Phone 353-8381
Saturday hours 8:004:00
Monday-Friday 8:00-4:00
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Handgun legislation
debated in Senate

Mitsubishi to build plant in Ohio

Packground checks of potential buyers
opposed by National Rifle Association
WASHINGTON (AP) - Legislation requiring a seven-day
waiting period prior to the purchase of handguns was intro: duced yesterday, sparking
immediate opposition from the
National Rifle Association.
Sen. Howard Metzenbaum, DOhio, and Rep. Edward Feighan, D-Ohio, said their bills are
designed to give local law enforcement officials the opportunity to conduct background
checks of potential buyers.
"There isn't any reason under
the sun ... why there shouldn't
be a seven-day delay when you
want to buy a handgun," said
Metzenbaum, a member of the
Senate Judiciary Committee.
! The senator said the measures
are aimed at detecting people
who are mentally ill or have
' criminal records. In addition, he
said, it would provide a coolingoff period for gun purchasers
who are angry or upset.
"It doesn't affect those who
want to go hunting," Metzenbaum said. "It doesn't deter a

/

homeowner who wants a gun for
his or her home."
Metzenbaum said he expects
his legislation to be successful
and may attempt to attach it as
an amendment to other legislation on the Senate floor.
NATIONAL RIFLE Association spokesman David Conover
said the group will oppose the
legislation.
Conover called the proposal a
waste of scarce law enforcement resources and said studies
have shown that most felons
acquire handguns through the
black market, fences, drug dealers or theft and do not till out
forms.
"The only people going to be
inconvenienced and affected are
citizens law-abiding enough to
go through the procedures in the
first place," Conover said. And
he said the system would result
in the establishment of a nationwide computer file containing
the most sensitive material in
people's lives.
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CINCINNATI (AP)-Mitsubishi Electric Corp. said
yesterday it will spend $25
million to build and open a
southwestern Ohio plant to
supply electrical and electronic parts for the American
auto industry.
Construction is to begin this
spring, and the plant will
open in spring 1988 in Mason,
about 20 miles north of Cincinnati, employing approximately 200 people when it is
hilly operating, the Japanese
manufacturing company announced.
The 60,000-square-foot

plant, to be expanded later as
necessary, is to be constructed on a 60-acre site Mitsubishi plans to buy. The
plant is to produce car audio
equipment, car electronics
and electrical parts.
The company said it had
looked for an American site
for the plant for several
years. Mitsubishi officials
said they settled on Ohio because of its strong reputation
for manufacturing and technology, and because the location is central to American
and Japanese automaking
plants in Ohio, Kentucky, In-

diana and Tennessee.
State and local officials
helped Mitsubishi in locating
the site, and sweetened the
enticement with a tax incentive package. The Greater
Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce said it will help Mitsubishi find suppliers for the
construction project.
SHINICHI YUFU, Mitsubishi Electric's executive vice
president, said the 66-yearold company wants its plant
to help improve American
industrial competitiveness in
world markets. He said the
company also intends for the

CLEVELAND (AP)-The only white
member on the East Cleveland City Council
said yesterday he was forced to resign his
post in the overwhelmingly black suburb
due to repeated death threats from "misguided anti-white people."
John Tasin, who surprised his council
colleagues with his move at a meeting
Tuesday night, said he prepared his letter of
resignation after his wife found a shoe box
with his name on it and the skeleton of a bird
wrapped in tissue on the front porch of their
home last Thursday.
"Someone who would take the time to do
that ... I don't want to antagonize that
person anymore," he said.

Tasin, 54, said be doubted he would reconsider his decision to resign, even though he
said the remaining council members nave
asked him to do so. Council members had
scheduled a meeting with Tasin today to
discuss the matter.
Mayor Darryl Pittman, who is black, said
he did not think Tasin should resign.
"I think it's sad Mr. Tasin would capitulate," Pittman said. "I think we need to
fight. I think public officials need to step up
to crackpots and cranks."
TASIN SAID since he became a candidate
for council in 1985, he has received more
than two dozen death threats.
"I used to get calls at 3 in the morning that

TRIBUTE TO BOB MARLEY
• Reggae Videos
•'Legend'
■ 'Tribute to Bob'

• Live Musk with
RIDDIM DOCTOR
Reggae band

• 7 p.m.

• 10 p.m.

352-5166

PBB^

Asked who was to blame, Tasin said,
"These misguided anti-white people that
take challenge on almost anything a white
person does.
East Cleveland's population of about
37,000 was 88.5 percent black, according to
the 1980 census.
"I think the fact he was elected is testimony to the fact this is not a racist community, Pittman said.
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Valentine Balloon
* m Bouquet
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Sponsored by CARIBBEAN ASSOCIATION
with BSU.GSS and APA

you're going to die on the way to work," he'
said. Several city residents had even told
him publicly that he would not live to see the
end of his term on council, which expires in
January 1988, he said.

<* $1.00 OFF
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SATURDAY FEB. 7-N.E. Commons
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"We would like to contribute towards enhancing the
international competitiveness of American industry as
an integral part of the U.S.
industry. ... We can serve
the U.S. industry as a reliable
supplier of products, with the
help of skilled workers here,"
Yutu said.

Councilman resigns, cites racism

EKITO

Opei 4PITI

plant to contribute to Mason
and the greater Cincinnati
industrial community.
Mitsubishi said it is forming a new subsidiary, Mitsubishi Electric America Inc.,
to operate the Mason plant.
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SUNBREAK'87
DAYTONA BEACH
MARCH 20-29
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8 SUN-FILLED DAYS & 7 HOT NIGHTS AT THE PLAZA
The Plaza is conveniently located at 600 N. Atlantic Ave.. in the heart of the
world's most famous beach. The Plaza oilers tennis courts, a tanning and
litness center morning poolside aerobics, one ol the largest pool decks on the
strip with a daily DJ and drink specials, and several restaurants and lounges.
Two ol the hottest lounges arc located on the ground floor of the Plaza - the
fabulous Plantation Club and Penrod's tformerly 600 North).
We are the ONLY Bowling Green group to have rooms at the Plaza.

CONCERTS. CONCERTS AND MORE CONCERTS!
Thar* will bo three concerts on our very own pool deck! Performing will be John
Catlerty A the Bearer Brown Band. Larry "Bud" Melman. and the Fabulous
Tbunderblrdt.

TRANSPORTATION (WE DRIVE PACKAGES ONLY)
Transportation will be provided by Shortway BUM Company ol Toledo.
Comfortable 47-permon motorcoachee will be provided. Pre-determined rest
and meal Hope will ensure your comfort.
No land packages will be mold.

SIDE TRIPS
rJ si le '. ; l W ill I n< . W ■■ i ! .- I Center Wet n Wild .1 party
crutse and deep sea tishing will be ov
■ < I you for <» small price.

.

SIGN UP TODAY IN THE UAO OFFICE, 3rd FLOOR UNION
or call 372-2343 lor more information
S75 deposit required with sign-up

■

S
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Social spending rose little in 1984
WASHINGTON (AP) - Federal, state and
local governments spent $672 billion in fiscal
1964 on social welfare programs, from Social Security checks for the aged to education for the young, a federal researcher
reported Tuesday.
That was almost $30 billion, or 4.7 percent,
more than in 1963. Taking inflation into
account, the increase in real dollars was $3.3
billion, or 0.5 percent.
"This is the lowest real year-to-year increase since 1978-79, when real expenditures
dropped 0.1 percent," reported Ann Kallman Bixby of the Social Security Adminis-

tration's Office of Research and Statistics.
The figures, compiled annually by Bixby's
office, reflect all the money spent on Social
Security benefits. Medicare, Medicaid, welfare, veterans' programs, education, housing, pensions and other programs.
Social welfare expenditures represented
18.2 percent of the gross national product in
1964, down from 19.3 percent in 1963. That
was because the social spending was growing by only 0.5 percent in real dollars while
real GNP "grew nearly 7 percent in the
same period, Bixby wrote in a brief statistical report.

STATE AND local governments spent a
larger share of their funds on social welfare
than did the federal government: 59 percent
versus 50 percent.
But Washington provided most of the
dollars: $419.3 billion compared to $252.7
billion spent by state ana local governments. That is a 62 percent to 38 percent
split.
In 1976, social welfare spending accounted
for 60 cents of every dollar spent by government at all levels. In 1984, the social welfare
programs spent less than 53 cents from
every government dollar.

Campaign to raise child abuse awareness
WASHINGTON (AP) - Hoping to strike sparks of recognition in offending parents, the
National Committee to Prevent
Child Abuse said Tuesday it has
begun a national campaign to
stop emotional and psychological abuse.
"Verbal and emotional abuse
is probably the most insidious
ana most damaging form of
abuse," said Anne Conn, executive director of the committee.
"So often parents emotionally

abuse because they have no
awareness of what they're
doing."
The committee has sent public
service advertisements to radio,
television and print outlets, outdoor advertisers and transit systems.
The television spot shows a
series of mouths saying such
things as, "You disgust me" and
"I wish you were never born."
As a child's face flashes on the
screen, a narrator says, "Words

hit as hard as a fist," and suggests parents listen to what they
are saying. "You might not believe your ears. Take time out.
Don't take it out on your kid."
The campaign "is not pretty.
But our pretests suggest to us
that it will be very effective,"
Cohn said at a news conference.
PAST CAMPAIGNS to raise
awareness of physical and sexual abuse have garnered $20
million to $40 million annually in

free advertising, Cohn said, adding that the goal for this campaign is $50 million.
Tne committee released a new
Louis Harris poll that found 73
percent of Americans believe
"repeated yelling and swearing
at a child leads to long-term
emotional problems for the
child."
According to the group, some
80,000 cases of emotional abuse
were reported nationally last
year.

UTO WORKS

AUTO SPECIALS
GOOD NOW THRU
SATURDAY
FEBRUARY 7. 1987

- DISCOUNT AUTO PARTS -

Doctors use light
as new treatment
for cancer patients
BOSTON (AP) - In a new
approach to fighting cancer,
doctors say they have used
light to activate a powerful
drug in the bloodstream and
apparently vaccinate cancer
victims against their own disease.
The technique has produced renv;riuible remissions
in some people with a relentlessly fatal form of blood cancer who had not responded to
ordinary treatment.
The therapy appears to
marshal the tody's own immune defenses to zero in on
cancer and destroy it. It
seems to do this without causing nausea, hair loss or any of
the other side effects of chemotherapy or radiation.
"It's a very early stage in
the development of something very exciting," said Dr.
Richard Edelson, who created the treatment. "I don't
want to overestimate where
we are, but with a single
disease we've got some
strong concrete data."
He says his approach may
become the standard treatment for cutaneous T-cell
lymphoma, a disease that
Srobably strikes more than
9,000 Americans. It may also
provide a new technique for
attacking other forms of
blood cancer as well as disor-

ders ranging from arthritis to
organ transplant rejection.
THE THERAPY combines
two rapidly emerging approaches for managing cancer and other diseases:
manipulating the body's immune system and switching
on medicines with light.
"For the first time, a drug
that has no activity by itself
has been activated by light in
the blood of patients as their
blood was being routed outside the body." said Edelson,
who is chief of dermatology at
Yale Medical School.
A report on the work, conducted at five institutions in
the United States and Europe,
was published in today's New
England Journal of Medicine.
'It's very clever," said Dr.
Faye Austin, an immunologist at the National Cancer
Institute. "There is definitely
cause for optimism."
Doctors have tested the therapy so far on 37 people with
advanced cases of cutaneous
T-cell lymphoma. This is a
cancer of a particular variety
of white blood cells called
helper T cells. These cancerous cells invade the skin, and
the first symptom is often a
rash, which may eventually
cover the body and attack
other organs.

MARK'S

Large 1 item Pizza
ONLY M.00
In-House Only with Beverage Purchase
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Call 352-3531 for Bowling Greens Quality Pizza
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Brrrrrrrr!
Some reminders to keep the
house buttoned up this winter:
• Oea» or replace tumace
titters

Furnac*

• C*ear numid'»i«'
• Chec» ducts tor a- leaks ai
teams Cova* teats with tape
• vacuum dirt from air registers
• it the lurnece has not Dean
serviced * two years, eel a
professional to check me
enure neafng sytier*

Water
N«at*r

• Drain a DuCkel of water from
me faucet ai me ttase of me
water heeler every month
• Set tempe'atve on normal,
not hot

For more energy information
contact the
Student Consumer Union
110 CMoseley Hall
372-8248
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Sports
Women cagers topple another MAC foe
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by Jeff McSherry
assistant sports editor

To many, it was just another win. But the
Bowling Green women's basketball team's 84-72
victory over Eastern Michigan last night was
much more.
At a closer look, it was the night the first domino
was nudged. And very soon, a long line of dominoes willfall.
The 196647 Falcons, now 18-2 overall, tipped the
first domino last night in Anderson Arena l>y tying
the school mark for most wins in a season. The
record hasn't fallen, but with at least seven games
left, that mark and a slew of other school and MidAmerican Conference marks will surely come
crashing down.
It seems inevitable. BG, 104 in the conference,
has already beaten second-place Central Michigan - 7-2 in the MAC - twice. BG is also riding a
12-game winning streak.
But being 18-2 and 10-0 is still somewhat astonishing to Falcons' head coach Fran Voll.
"Looking back to the pre-conference (games),
we beat some teams that gave us a lot of impetus
and a lot of steam when we hit the MAC," he said.
BG has the conference by the jugular and it
doesn't appear as if it is going to loosen its grip.
Just ask EMU head coach Kathy Hart.
"I said at the beginning of the season that they
would go undefeated and I still think they will/'
Hart said.
Despite the setback, Hart said she was not
disappointed simply because "no one else in the
conference has beaten them yet."
The Hurons, who lost to the Falcons 77-73 in
early January, did themselves in midway through
the first half. With the score tied at 14-14, EMU hit
a six-minute scoring drought.
While the Hurons were thirsting for a basket,
BG senior forward Stephanie Coe and senior point
guard Sherrie Voyles were quenching the Falcons'
scoring desires. Coe hit two lumpers and connected on a drive to the hoop, while Voyles hit two
jumpers from the foul line to put the Falcons up

24-14 at the 7:24 mark.
Coe, averaging 18.4 ppg. had 14 of her 20 points
in the first half. She also had seven rebounds for
the game. Voyles had seven of her nine points in
the first 20 minutes.
Voyles was also a key factor in the halftime
turnover ratio because of her tenacious defense.
EMU had IS miscues while the Falcons had seven.
"They (BG) concentrate very well on the ball,"
Hart said. "They were very aggressive against
our ball handling and I think it was the key in the
game."
The Hurons also had a poor-shooting half, connecting on just 38 percent of their field goals
attempts compared to the Falcons' 46 percent.
BG's 38-26 halftime lead, however, was cut early
in the second half behind some solid EMU shooting. Huron guards Katie Nucci and Laura Nelson
hit three shots each to cut the score to 46-40 with
15:27 remaining.
Nelson netted 14 of her 17 points in the second
half, and Nucci tallied 14 of her 24 points in the
second half.
The Hurons remained within striking distance
at 6842 with 6:13 left, but six points would be as
close as EMU would come.
Teasing the oppositon until the closing moments
has become a Falcon forte. This, however, is more
or less a Voll strategy.
"A lot of times we don't have the opportunity to
blow people out because we elect to substitute
which will help us later in the season," Voll said.
"Usually during the season we'll have a real
pickup from someone ... and the only way a
Elayer can improve is if they get the opportunity
> get in there."
Nonetheless, when the Falcons need a basket
they always seem to get it. Who better than Jackie
Motycka, averaging 19.3 ppg, to get it? Motycka
led a late BG surge Dy hitting several key baskets
en route to a 27-point game.
And if you know anything about the sophomore
forward, she has already began to knock down a
few dominoes. But that's another story.
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FINAL CLEARANCE
SAVE 50% - 60% - 70%
'-fastern Michigan forward Laurie Nelson falls during action last night in Anderson Arena. Falcon guard
Sherrie Voyles only appears to be pushing Nelson during BG's 84-72 win over the Hurons.BG tied the school
record for wins in a season last night with their 18th.

REGISTER TO WIN A NEW
SPRING COTTON SWEATER
TWO TO BE GIVEN AWAY
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Deadline:

Applications for Student Court
Staff are now available at 405
Student Services Building
January 27 - February 10
Interviews to be held
February 10 and 17
All majors welcome

Monday March 2. 1987

The Frazier Reams Public Affair* Undergraduate Fellowship Program was established in 1973 in
recognition of Fraziar Reams, Sr . and hit distinguished service in the broadcasting industry and
os a member of Congress and as a trustee of Bowling Green State University.
Five Fellowship! may be granted annually to rising seniors who intend to pursue careen in public
affairs (speech communication, broadcasting, journalism, political or governmental service,
public health, community service, law or some other public affairs field). A rising senior is a
student with a minimum G.P.A. of 3.2 who will attend BGSU for two semesters of his/her senior
year, and will graduate no sooner than May 1988. Each fellow will receive $1500. Fellows will be
selected by a committee composed of BGSU faculty and the vice president for University
Relations. The selection of fellows will be based on an initial screening process and further
review which may include personal interviews.
The application form and all support materials, including letters of recommendation, mult be
submitted to the Office of the Vice President for University Relations, Mileti Alumni Center by
4:30 p.m., Monday, March 2, 1987. Recipients will be notified prior to any public announcement on
or about March 20, 1987.
Applications are available in the Office of the Vice President for University Relations, Mileti
Alumni Center: School of Journalism, West Hall; and the Department of Polifical Science,
Founders Hall, 5th Floor, L519.
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Despite 'Long' night, Falcons win This Dennis is
Long is by continuous scoring, Larranaga said. "Joe
Gregory had one of those
nights we absolutely had to
have.
"We needed someone to
have an outstanding game to
negate Long, and we got it."
The final statistics give the
appearance of a shootout. But
the opening minutes looked
more like a backyard water
pistol fight than a showdown
at the OK Corral.
After five minutes, the Hurons held a 4-2 advantage.
The Falcons were a miserable 0-6 from the field and the
squads combined for nine
turnovers. BG called a
timeout and that's when both
teams unleashed the heavy
artilery.
BG proceeded to hit 17 of its
next 22 attempts, while the
Hurons' hot shooting gave
them a sparkling 72 percent
field goal percentage at the
half.
All this, despite two Huron
starters, Mike McCaskill
(13.0 ppg) and Chuck King
(10.6), sitting out with medical problems. Nonetheless.
EMU coach Ben Braun had
no alibis.
"We were a little shorthanded, but that's no excuse," he said. "We played a
lot of guys who aren't used to
playing a lot of minutes."
Long did his part to pick up
the slack, logging 19 first-half
markers and tallying five
boards. Needless to say, Larranaga was impressed. But
D See Long, page 13.

by Karl Smith
sports editor

The story at Anderson
Arena last night was the
"Long" and the short of it.
The "Long" was Eastern
Michigan's Grant Long. The
M junior scored 29 points,
grabbed 13 rebounds and generally wreaked havoc on
Bowling Green all night.
But, this time, the Falcons
didn't mind being on the
"short" end.
That's because Joe Gregory, the diminuitive 5-9
guard, sparked BG to a 85-72
victory.
The sophomore canned a
career-high 26 points and
dished out five assists.
Despite a banner night,
Gregory said he was Just
doing his job.
"Coach (Jim Larranaga)
always says the point guard
needs to control the tempo,"
he said. "When I went in, they
told me that's my job and
that's what I tried to do."
And he did.
After EMU's Deron Goheen
hit a three-point shot at 7:28
in the second half to cut the
Falcon lead to one, Gregory
proceeded to score on a baseline drive. He followed immediately with a three-pointer of
his own to push the BG advantage to 66-61.
The Falcons lead never
went below five.
But like the man said, it's
all apart of the job.
"The only way to stop a
player having a night like

BG News/Rob Upton
Huron guard Lew is Scott looks lor an opening in the Falcon
defense as BG's Anthony Robinson makes Scott's job difficull.

menace on foes

COLUMBUS (AP) - As the
youngest of five children, Dennis Hopson is used to getting
what he wants. These days, he
wants to be one of the best
college basketball players in the
nation.
"Basically, I've always gotten
what I wanted because 1 was the
baby of the family," the 6-foot-5
Ohio State forward said. "My
whole family spoils me. Even
though I'm 21, they still do."
One place where Hopson is not
pampered is on the court. He is
the nation's second-leading
scorer with an average of 29.5
points per game, ana the top
scorer in the Big Ten Conference.
Over the last eight games, the
senior from Toledo has averaged 31.9 points per game. Hopson scored 36 points in an 80-76
upset of then No. 1 Iowa, 35
against No. 4 Purdue in a 75-73
loss and 21 against No. 14 Illinois
in an 82-65 loss.
Even though he is not yet wellknown nationally, he is a big
man on opposing Big Ten campuses.
"I WOULD put Dennis Hopson
at the top, with a big gap between Dennis and the next
player," Michigan State Coach
Jud Heathcote said. "You would
give points to Steve Alford (Indiana), Gary Grant (Michigan),
Troy Lewis (Purdue) and Kenny
Norman (Illinois), but Hopson
does it all - shooting, rebounding, playing inside and outside
and playing defense."

Iowa Coach Tom Davis
agrees. "He's terrific. He is
special. When you look at Hopson, you're looking at the best,"
he said.
Asked how to defend against
Hopson, Purdue's Gene Ready
said with a laugh, "Cautiously.
Hopson's coach, Gary Williams, in his first year at Ohio
State, credits his team captain
for the 13-8 Buckeyes' surprising
success.
"I didn't know how good he
was when I came here," Williams said. "I thought he could
score, but I didn't know he could
pass and rebound. He does everything a coach could ask."
Hopson is shooting 52 percent
from the field, 83 percent at the
foul line and averaging 8.4 rebounds per game, despite playing outside at both ends of the
court. He leads the Buckeyes in
minutes, scoring, rebounding,
blocked shots and six other categories.
"The difference between him
and other big scorers is that he's
Elaying against the best teams
i the country," Williams said.
"He's amazing."
Hopson came to Ohio State as
an all-state player who considered defense as an interlude
between jump shots.
"My first year, I was a role
player," Hopson said. "I accepted my role and played hard
every chance I got. Basically, it
was the same thing my sophomore year.
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SPECIAL FLOWER GIFTS
FOR VALENTINE'S WEEK

Winter
Clearance
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BOA/LING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF MUSICAL ARTS
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Sky's the Limit
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NOW SAVE

The loving expressions of Valentine's Weak, which starts on
Feb. 9 this year, will be remembered for a long time by those
who receive special FTD flower gifts from Klotz Flower Farm.
The two gifts feature beautiful flowers arranged in accessories that Valentines will enjoy long after the celebration is over.
The FTD Sweetheart" Bouquet comes in a white porcelain Jar
that can be used for facial or dusting powder, or a comparable
cosmetic. Both the Jar and its matching lid are decorated with
bouquets of pastel hearts.
The carnations and pompom chrysanthemums In the bouquet, in shedes of pink, lavender end white, are set off with
baby's breath and foliage. Tucked among the flowers is a heartshaped sachet of potpourri, trimmed with white lace and pink
ribbon.
The FTD Heart'n'Flowers "Bouquet is arranged In a white
wooden card caddy decorated with wooden hearts. A white
heart pic covered with tiny red hearts la inserted In the bouquet.
The bouquet Includes carnations and pompoms, In red, white
and pink; purple static*, myrtle and leatherleaf fern.
These are Just two of a wide selection of Valentine gifts
available at Klotz In a range of prices to suit any budget.
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is on — just in time for

Sweaters
Skirts
?ants
Suits
Blazers
Hats
Scarves
Gloves
Dresses

special price on hundreds of items
• Hallmark Valentines
• London's Old School Valentines
Candy: Boxed & Bulk
• Boxed Valentine Hearts

Stop in & Pick up Free
Student Discount Card
— Lg. Selection of Art Supplies

Plenty of FREE Parking
look for the sign
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Congratulations to the
Newly initiated Sisters of Zl4
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BG coach comments on weekend showdown
by Tom SkernMtz
sports reporter

During his eight years of
coaching at Bowling Green
Jerry York has enjoyed much
success en route to a 194-112-13
record.
This weekend, his squad faces
a major challenge when it plays
Michigan State at East Lansing,
Mich, tomorrow and at the BG
Ice Arena the following night.
For the second-ranked Falcons, as well as MSU, the stakes
are high.
BG sits one point ahead of the
Spartans in the race for first
place in the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association. The Falcons are also trying to extend
their 16-game winning streak
and knock North Dakota from
the number one ranking it currently owns in the national polls.
MSU has already defeated the
Falcons twice this season, 5-4 in
overtime and 5-1, but has
slumped in the last two months.
In a recent interview, York
expressed his feelings about the
Falcons and their biggest test so
far this season.
ON THE SIGNIFICANCE OF
THE BG—MSU SERIES: "It's
like the Masters Golf Tournament. There are a lot of golf
tournaments but none like the
Masters.
"It's very important for us
because in the last two years
we've onlv beaten the Spartans
once each year. We'd like to
prove to ourselves that we can
Beat Michigan State and this is
an opportunity for us to do that.

Long
;: Continued from page 12.
then, wasn't everybody?
"I'd say Grant Long is a man
and he played like one tonight,"
the Falcon mentor said. '"The
next time you see talent like
that, it will be in the NBA.
"Hopefully, he'll go hardship," Larranaga added jokingly.
Gregory could not neutralize
Long's effort alone. Junior
guard Anthony Robinson sank a
career-high 22 points while Lamon Pippin contributed 16.
Unfortunately, for EMU, Long
did not receive such support.
After Brad Soucie's 15 points

We have to play well to achieve
that goal.
"First place is also at stake
which is certainly important to
us. It's a late season showdown
between two of the heavyweight
teams in the country."
ON THE BG—MSU RIVALRY: "Now this particular
weekend is certainly a big weekend for us because it is against
our chief rival. It's a very short
historical series only going back
eight or nine years, but most of
the games have always been
very competitive and decide
who's going to be first and who's
going to be second in the
league."
ON THE ATTENTION SURROUNDING THE SERIES: "It's doesn't have the
national focus that basketball
has, but in the regions of the
country where hockey is popular, this is a series that will be
well watched.
"Without a doubt this is a
much publicized series in those
pockets of interest for college
hockey. So people in Minnesota
or Boston or Detroit will be
paying attention to this matchup.
ON THE FIRST MSU SERIES
THIS SEASON: "(The first
game) was certainly an evenly
elayed game. In the second one,
ley outplayed us at their building. We didn't play, I thought, as
well as we should have on Sunday. I think we let the overtime
loss on Friday affect us a little
bit emotionally and they controlled that game on Sunday."
ON THIS WEEK'S GAME
PLAN: "As far as what we want
(all on three pointers), no Huron
notched double figures.
But the problem, according to
Braun. may have been more
with his squad's defense.
"The main thing I'm disappointed with is our one-on-one
defense," he said. "Usually, if
you force the other team into a
one-on-one situation, you win,
but they literally beat us one-onone."
While the Hurons are hoping
for "Long" success, the Falcons
hope to give Toledo the short end
of the stick Saturday when they
meet the Rockets in Centennial
Hall at 8 p.m.

FALCON HOCKEY!!!
CCHA PLAYOFFS!!!

Student and Public
General Admission Available

Now!!
Adult -$6.00
Student • $3.00
(Prices set by CCHA)
Stop by the Memorial Hall Ticket
Office today!

BACK THE FALCONS!

cfMorift
■Kv Wildlife' W

^wpp*-

THURS.:

COLLEGE I.D. NIGHT
* FREE ADMISSION W/ VALID COLLEGE I.D.
* DOORS OPEN AT 8:00

FRI.:

"Pool PARTY"
* MRK€ R SPLASH IN VOUR
B€ST B€flCH G€flflll

SAT.:

"HOT LEGS CONTEST"
•CASH and Prizes
' OPEN TILL 4:00 AM
•WILD WEEK-ENDS
•COVER'2.00
A MHVt FOt UH PAWICIMNT

j

"We'd like to prove to
ourselves that we can beat
Michigan State and this is an
opportunity for us to do that.
We have to play well to
achieve that goal." — Jerry
York
to accomplish, I think we want there, it's in the net."
ON THE HOME ICE ADVANto get good solid goaltending.
Both teams are almost identical TAGE: "I think sometimes it's
in goals against averages which overplayed. We're not going up
is probably why we're both at there with the idea that they're
the top.
. going to win their home game
"We're also going to have to and we're going to win our home
capitalize on our (scoring) game. The rinks are both good
chances a little bit better than rinks to play in. They have a
we have in the past. We're not larger seating capacity, but as
going to get a lot of chances, so far as ice surfaces go, they are
we nave to make sure if it's both good places to play."

ON THE CCHA'S REPUTATION: "Most knowledgeable
people realize there are four
good leagues in college hockey
now."
ON PRESSURE: "Pressure
is a funny word.
"I guess every weekend there
is pressure to play well and to
succeed. But that's just like getting up every day and having
pressure to do well in school. So
it's all in how you handle this
pressure. We feel that it's an
important series, but I don't
know if anyone has more pressure on them than the other.
"Maybe the people that have
to wait in line for the tickets
have the most pressure."
ON PEAKING TOO EARLY: "This is where the horse
race really begins - January,
February and March. In Octo-

ber, November and December
you want to make sure you get
your team ready - your combinations, your lineups. And then
the race for a conference title
really begins in January.
"I think we're right on the
schedule. We're playing really
well."
ON THE 19 8 8-87
FALCONS:' I
think what's best about the club,
besides the won/loss record
which is obvious to every one, is
the charisma of the club.
There's just something about
this particular team that makes
it a special group of players.
Certainly we work very hard
and we have talented players,
but they get along very well,
also.
"I really admire this team.
It's been a fun year to coach."

Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
• "CAREER MGHT""
Anyone aitereeted m Health Care career oppor
turwsee • welcome to mend.
VHEN? Wednesday. Feb 11. 1987
WHERE? One Surle Student Union
TIME' 7 • 10 pm
Featuring Quest speakers horn marketing,
finance, nureavg. physical therapy, etc Sponsored by BOSU Health Care Club
'ATTENTION ED. MAJORS"
OSEA. EESAB. SCEC SPONSORING OR
BILLIE SLAUGHTER ■ ED. TESTINO SERVICE,
NEW JERSEY. TUES., FEB. 10TH, 7 P.". • 121
WEST HALL • N T E a I 1 4 1
AMA MEMBERSHIP DRIVE
Fab 2-6 m Math Science a Feb 9-13 In BA.
930am -4 30pm
INCREASE YOUR AWARENESS OF OPPOR
TUNITIES AVAILABLE TO YOU THROUGH
THE AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION
ATTENTION ELEMENTARY ED MAJORS AND
ELEMENTARY ED SPECIAL ED DUAL ANO
TRIPLE MAJORS" Final day lo apply lor Fal.
19B7 MEP Thursday. February 12 Apohca
(ton forms are available m Room 259 Ed Btdg
DON'T FORGET"
80 News meeting lor volunteers-writers and
photographers every Sunday. 8 pm. 210
West Hall
For further information call
3722803
COLLEGE LIFE

7.30 lomgm al the
Town Room. 3rd floor Uraon
Coma tea what the
EXCITEMENT Is all about!
Sponsored by Campus Crusade (or Christ
Have YOU mined the chance to attend
school In Oregon, Maine, or Montana? NO*
Deads™ lor NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
taFeb 20th Fmd out more about attending one
ol 80 coeeges nationwide lor a semester or a
yaw Today 100 pm. 231 Administration
Btdg or can 372 8202
L AGA
The Lesbian and Gay Alliance will be noktng a
rap session on Famay Relationships The session wil be conducted by The Link l A G A
meets at 8 30 pm on Thursday in the
Reftgeus Education Room of St Thomas Moore
Panian Al supportive persons are invited
MALAYSIAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATIONS
MEETING ON FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 1987
(4:00-0 00 P.M.) IN BA 100.

PHI BETA LAMBDA
Coffee and Doughnut Shop
Lobby-Ed Bidg
COMING SOON'
REGGAE tribute to Bob Maney Sal Feb 7
N E Commons. 7 00 p m . Videos Legend
and Tnbute toaowavj at 10 00 pm . he
music with RIOCHM DOCTOR A Black History
Month event, by Caribbean Asson BSU. GSS
and APA Free
W nulling
Interested in torirwng a dub0
Meeting Wed 5 00 SRC Combat Room or caU
Andy at 372-5792

Reward if Returned
Coal taken from Uptown Tuesday night Long.
Black Tweed with colorful specks Coolants of
pockets important (2 ID. a, pal). No Questions
Asked1 Can Ji at 353-3524
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■Attention Al EHm Education Majors4
NomlnsBpna lor the EESAB EXCELLENCE
AWARDS are at* being accepted' Submit yours
In 529 Ed by Feb 19th

FLORIDA FLING '87
•LOVED BY MILLIONSFLORIDA FLINO '97
■LOVED BY MILLIONS-

•SUae O-BRaENCnngrafiaaHona on rout 2BT Laveeoring to Mattyl Ware al reaav ended lor youl
Love, your PI Pt-D sisters

FLORIDA FLING '67
•LOVED BY MILLIONS1

RIDES
I need a rlda to O U for the weekend ol the 8th
through 8th and Valentines W* pay gas
money' Am Desperate'" Pleats cal Dan al
372-4281

SERVICES OFFERED
Be by anting
loving, experienced, dependable sitter avaaable
evaranga and weekends Andrea 372-1827
Pregnant? Concerns? Free pregnancy teat, objective mformetlon By appointment or welt-In
Cal NOW 354-HOPE
TYPING SERVICES for al types ol papers aieluding dauertattona using Xerox Memory
Writer 352 3987 Irom 8 am -9 p.m.
WOMEN'S CLINIC
2700 Monroe St . Toledo
Ottering
gynecological services a pregnancy termination
by sceneed physician including prenatal,
obstetrics, pregnancy testing Pap teat (lor carvlcal cancer), VD screerang, bath control kilo..
Tube! Ligalon. termination of pregnancy up
through 10 weeks (special rates lor students )
By sppositment 1 241 -2471

PERSONALS

ORIENTATION ASSISTANTS
Show "YOU CARE" and gel involved
1987 appacabona available until Feb 8
Get yours in 405 Student Services
or your Residence Hal

LEARN THE ART OF CARING
Jom the Orientation Team as
an assistant'
1987 appecations avaaable in
405 Student Services and Residence
Haas until Feb 6

Ann Maria Not.ro
Congratulations on being initiated alto Pi Beta
Sigma
Love.
Your KD sisters

Oowiine.lt Homes Irom $1 |U repair) Deanouent tax property. Repoeeeealone. Cal
806-687-8000 Ext OH 9849 lor current repo
let
GUITAR LESSON*
(6 PER HALF HP, AT MY PLACE. $7 IN YOUR
DORM OR HOUSE (CLOSE TO CAMPUSI
CALL CHRIS AT 267-2770 (COMMUTER) OR
LEAVE MESSAGE IN Oil CAMPUS MAILBOX
5339

M 5 HONAKER
Thanks for making activation so epeca»!GAXO
Love > Tone ol Male
monger
PS. Next candle passing wear an extra

Happy Belated Belhday Keay" Thanks lor being
such a tun roommate! Hope you have a special
oay" Love, your roommates Pauana A Amy

CLP
Cheer up and keep smtang Youl be back on
both your leet In no-tune
LAS

HAVE YOU MADE A LOVE CONNECTION
WITH A DELTA GAMMA?
Have you picked up your FREE Student Discount Card at SMITH'S HALLMARK -

Cal Dannie No* and wteh hah happy 21 at birth
day! 353-1040

Hey Alpha Cltrs
Sorts up Friday
Surra up Friday
Surts up Friday
ThetaChi

CALL THE KEY
FOR SENIOR PORTRAITS!
BEING SHOT NOWI
CAU 372-aoaa

Surts up Friday
Surts up Friday
Surfs up Friday
ThetaChi

LOST & FOUND
$50 REWARD to findO' ol lost opal gold ring
Has sentimental value No questions asked I
mat want my nng back PLEASE eel 372-5012
FOUND Coal at Brauthause last Friday night
Cal 372-5540 lo identify

Professor
discovers
perfect
love potion
After 23 years of
research, Dr. Rufus
T. Valentine, noted
romanceologist, has
discovered the perfect
love potion.
Said Dr. Valentine,
The FTD* Sweetheart'" Bouquet is a
perfect combination of
flowers and a heartshaped potpourri in a
ceramic powder jar.
Lab studies have
shown it to have a
powerful, romantic
effect on both sender
and recipient.
However;' Dr. Valentine warns, "the effect
seems to peak around
February 14. And you
must make sure to go
to an FTD Florist
Otherwise" he added,
"you may find yourself
spending Valentine's
Day alone in a most
unromantic place-the
library'.'

•SPRING RUSH «7•SPRING RUSH IT
•SPRING RUSH I7'•FOR INFO. CALL"
•" 372-2151 •"
•SPRING RUSH ■!!•
•SPRING RUSH I7•SPRINO RUSH '87"FOR INFO. CALL"
"• 372-2151 "•
"SPRING RUSH"
"SPRING RUSH"
"SPRING RUSH"
•FOR INFO. CALL"• 372-2151 •"
•••SPRING HUSH '07•
'"SPRING RUSH '«7"•SPRING RUSH 'i7•"FOR INFO. CALL"
••• 172-2151 •"
•■Congratulations AMY READ and JIM
TAGLIA on your recent engagement We are al
so happy lor you'''
Love, the sisters ol Gamma Phi Beta

Surf* up Friday
Surra up Friday
Surra up Friday
ThetaChi

Company Spring Break Promotion for cceege
students Jan 1S-Aprl26 Round trtp fare any
pace in Continental U S 189 Hinted to 15
days 353-5982 Greyhound Bus

Hey Jefl Get psyched
cause Friday night wil be oul ol alghtlFWe'l eat
some pizza and drink some beer Wei do some
rJartcaY so gel you tweetie m gear
The adventure was great, you Delta have class
But wait tat you see how the DeeGee s throw a
bash
So be ready lor your head to what
with much excitement —your brown-eyed gal

CONGRATULATIONS
UL GWEN A T J
ITS ABOUT TIME YOU TWO
GOT LAVAUEREOi ANOTHER
CONGRATS TO T J ON YOUR
ACTIVATION.
A DUO CELEBRATION!
DEFINITELY A GOOD REASON FOR
GWEN TO BRING OUT HER SEXY
BIRTHDAY GIFT
(HAVE FUN CELEBRATING")
LOVE. BECCA

Hospitality Management Society will be having a happy houra on Friday, Fab. 6th from
5:00-8:00 p.m. at Downtown Anyone who Is
Interested In the society Is welcome. Hope to
see you there!
HURRY!
DON'T BE LEFT
OUT OF '17 KEY
SENIOR SECTION
SENIOR PORTRAITS NOWI
CALL 372-8088

Dancers are needed for the Superdance. Cal
2 2839 or 2 2828 today

LAST SESSION
FOR SENIOR PORTRAITS
IS NOWI
CALL 372-8086
FOR APPOINTMENT'

DELTA ZETA'S ARE 11
DECORATE OUR HOUSE TONIGHT'
DELTA ZETA'S ARE 1

UL' DEBBIE
CONGRATULATIONS ON GOING ACTIVE
I'M SO PROUD OF YOU'
LOVE.
YOUR BIG KATHRYN

DON'T BE LEFT
OUT OF '87 KEY.
SENIOR PORTRAITS
BEING SHOT NOWI
CALL 972-80U
FOR APPOINTMENT

Uve M Poayayaa -Patrick Boyd
Tonight 9 -1. 440 E Court St
Pizza by the skce
MEN OF BGSU - Clear your calenders now The
Alpha Delta Pi Formal is coming and you may be
lucky enough lo gel an aivrtetion'

Dry Cleaning Service
Jeans N Things
631 Ridge

NOW!
SENIOR PORTRAITS
NOWI
SENIOR PORTRAITS
NOWI

DZ Spirit'!'
Delta zetala II
FLORIDA FLING '17
'FEB. 14. SAT.'
9 P.M. - 1 AM

PI PHI ANGELS
Get ready lor a fantastic and tun-lied retreat at
University ol Michigan this Saturday' Bring al
that PI PHI SWRITIII

FLORIDA FLING '87
•LOVED BY MILLIONS*

Plaid Greek 8 BOSU letters
Rueaeil sweata 6 tope
VALENTINE'S SPECIAL
Lake Erie Sports.

FLORIDA FLINO '17
•LOVED BY MILLIONS-

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
LOOKING FOR ENEF«3£TIC. ENTHUSIASTIC
STUDENTS WHO WISH TO DEVELOP THEIR
PERSONAL COMMUNICATION SKILLS AND
GAM VALUABLE EXPERIENCE IN AN ENJOYABLE ATMOSPHERE
APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE IN 405 STUDENT SERVICES ANO
RESIDENCE HALLS UNTIL FEB 6TH INTER
VEWS WILL BE HELD FEB 9 1 10

FLORIDA FLING 17
•FEB. 14, SAT.'
9 P.M. -1. A.M.
FLORIDA FLING 47
•FE». 14, SAT.'
I P.M. ■ I A.M.
FLORIDA FLING '17
•FEB. 14, SAT.*
9 P.M. - 1 AM

negater lor the 87 Superdance Cal 2 2839
or 2-2628 lor information
SCOTT CALHOUN
Congrautlationa on bong elected Theta Chi
ait! We are so proud of you'
Love.
Came and Sue

FLORIDA FLING 17
•Fie). 14, SAT.*
9 P.M. -1 AM

Jhow your Valentine
you love her with a rose
of lasting beauty . . .
handcrafted In 14Kt. gold
overlay. From our
miniature rose collection
lovingly created
by Krementx.

Aewelter&

The Superdance at here Register today!'
ToddGood luck on Wednesday
I know you 1 get It'"
-Miguel
CENTER INTERNSHIP
PROGRAM
APPLICATIONS FOR SUMMER SESSION
DUE FEBRUARY 1ITH1II!

iLftuullid trademark FTDA

Hours: Mon-Wed & Frl 10-5:30
IhursIM SatUW

Army, Air Force, and Marine Overcoats
S20 lo S40 Made ol wool or cotton
and vary warm 353-0321
For Sale: '88 Camaro. 307. Good Condition
$1,700 372-4357-Jen
Mary Kay Cosmetics Liquidation Sale
352-9511
PIONEER SX-7-COMPUTOR CONTROLLED.
DIGITAL RECEIVER. 70 WATTS PER
CHANNEL
PIONEER CT-S-LOOIC CONTROLLED TAPE
DECK BOTH TOP END GOLD SERIES. TOO
MANY FEATURES TO MENTION, MINT CONO
*225 OR SEPARATELY 3532739
Ross Blgmouth Baas Ampklier Pre an Post Gain.
2 inputs. 7 band EQ. Sand and Return Access
14 Inch speaker $200 negotiable Cal Scott al
354-6020
STEREO FOR SALE
2 Acoustics speakers Marantz Turntable Sensul 03500 stereo receiver
$290. Cal
3533034
Vokswagon Rabbit '7g Power steenng. low
mileage. AM-FM caaa. stereo, exceesnt condition $1450 or beat oiler Cal 353-8988 after
4 00pm
78 VW bus, GC. Runs Excellent Great lor Col
legs Student-Negotiate Pnce 8745237

WANTED
1 female roommate needed Close to campus
Furnished, own bedroom Spring Semester
$600. 353-6913 or 363-8407.
2-4 Subksesers wanted lor Spring 1988 Cal
Angra at 353-8807 or Betsy al 353-1269
Buying Baaebel Cards
353-8508

CARTY RENTALS
Apartments
For 3-4 students
Office houra 10 a m -3 p m
Located 318 E Marry. No 3
For more sifo or appointment
Phone 352-7365 anytime
Also summer rentals

FRENCH TUTOR WANTED LEVEL 112-212
WILL PAY S. CAU 353-1276.
HELP! One roommate needed to lubteaas
apartmant-NOW! Own room! S116 -month
353-4508
Roommate needed lo share house trailer ASAP
(150-mo, Including utilities No lease
Smokers need not bother 353-4825
WANTED:
RESEARCH BY ORAD
STUDENTS
For the Shankan Research Competition
Entry Deadens February 27
Further Detats available al the OSS ottice
(372-2428)

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
Assortment ol many apts. and duplaxea
for lummer 8 fall rentala
CALL NOW lor choke apl •
154-2280
Office located at 319 E. Wooetar.

SIGNIFICANT

Wanted 3 men or women to participate In local
weight loss program lor advernsavj purposes
Must be at least 25 pounds overweight For
more information cal 352-6975
WS Pay Cash lor Hockey Tickets
Preferably reserved Sal. (2-7)
Cal 352-3853. ask for Jan

HELP WANTED
120 COUNSELOR AND INSTRUCTOR
POSITONS AVAILABLE Private Coed Summer
Camp in Pocono Mts , PA Contact. Cayuga.
PO Box 234BG. Kenlhvorlh. NJ 07033
(2011-276-0106
AIRLINES CRUISEUNES HIRING!
Summer Career' Good Pay Travel
Cal for Guide. Caaaelte. Newsservice'
(919) 944-4444 Ext 2
AVON
Be your own Boss
Earn up lo 50*
Cal 352-4295
DAY OR EVENING INSTRUCTOR
TO TEACH BUSINESS. ACCOUNTING.
OR SECRETARIAL COURSES
BEGINNING SUMMER OR FALL QUARTER
BATCHELORS DEGREE REQUIRED
SEND RESUME TO 309 S. MAIN ST
BOWLING GREEN. OH 43402
Ful and part tana openings for raisatwill appacants at Toledo's two Hottest night dubs'
Cocktail waitraaaes. doorman, boats,
hostesses, bartenders bus boys also waiters.
waitreases and room service start needed Apply M the Ramada Inn. Southwyck. 2340 S
Reynolds. Toledo
'We're Building A Haw Reputation'
SPRING BREAK JAMAICA
Protect Manager needed
FREE vacation plus $$$
1-800-237-2081
The Upward Bound Program Needs YOU!!!
ANNOUNCING
Summer Employment Working With High
School Students
In The Areas Of
Dorm Coordinator
Assailant Dorm Coordinator
Tutor Counselors
Math Instructors
Ccrranunicationa Instructors
Scoal Studies Instructors
Further Information and Applications at 301
Hayea Hal Applications due by February 27.
1987

Buy a SAMS/MTV sweatshirt and fight MS!!!!
SAMS (Students Against Multiple Sclerosis)
ON SALE 9am-5pm (Feb. 2-6) in University Hall

1 S 2 bedroom furnished apts lor summer &
196788 school year S I V Rentala.
352-7454
l bedroom house and 1 bedroom apl lor summer 1987 and 1987-88 school year
1 MALE ROOMMATE WANTED
FREE gas heat
$145 month plus electric
353-2035
2 bedroom (unvaried, central heel and a*
Feminine non-smoker FM '87. 9 mo. lease
$360 per month paja unities No chadren or
pats Deposit required
353-0045 M-F
8:30-4 30 tor aopt
2 bedroom apartment Newly redecorated
Avaaable immediately 352-7464
2 BEDROOM SUBLET FOR SPRING I SUMMER. OR SUMMER ONLY $345 MON HEAT
I GAS PAID RENT NEGOTIABLE CALL
3638808
2 FEMALES LOOKING FOR FALL SEMESTER
HOUSING-ONLY FALL CAU STEPHANIE AT
352 8903 OR JACKIE 354-2418
Apartment lor rent In WTstehouee $389month. utilities paid 20 minutes Irom University 1-877-0356
Attractive 2. 3. a 4 Bdr Houses Very Good
Condition. Close to Campus. 1987-88 year.
Fum . Cal 353-7547 alter 6.00 p m
House tor rent 1-4 bdrm apt summer only
and 1 -2 bdrm apt . summer and or fal Low
Bummer rates 352-2932 evenings.
Houses & Apia dose to campus lor Summer
1987 and 1987-88 achool year 1-267 3341
Large downtown Main St apt lor rent an
medaa-ery $275 par month Very low utilities
362-3113
Steve Smith Apartment Renters-Houses and
Duplexes lor 1887-88 achool year 352-8917
Two bedroom, furnished apartments lor the
87-88 achool year. 352-2883

COOP CORNER
Cooperative education sessions to help you
land that summer vjb are sill available aa
totows
Fab 4 Resume Proofing. 12 00-2:00 PM,
McDonald Quad-Main Foyer
Fab. 5 Resume Writing-Interviewing T«)a. 4-5
PM In Co-op Office. 238 Admin
Fab. 9 WALT DISNEY PRESENTATION. 6 9
PM In 121 Watt Hal MANDATORY session tor
Interested students Bring driver's license and
Social Security card to presentation, it possible
Cooperative Education Program Office.
372-2461
Dayton company looking lor Jr or Sr CS or MIS
major. GPA 2 8 or above Must be from Dayton
area. WB be on campus 2-10-87 •• cal Co-op al
372-2451 or stop by 238 Admin BUg

Tonight 9 pm -1 am
•WO 6. Court St.
Pizza by the slice!
fcy Art Priu

D/D

CUc" UJIN?.

MUH?

1ELL

//

me"!, TELL/
me-'.

V.
125 N. Main
Bowling Green
Phone 353-6*591

75 Mercury Bobcat Good condition, rune wel.
new parts Beat offer Cal 364-8800 after 9
p.m. or weekends

UV6 AT POLLV6V6S
Patrick Boyd

08NOXMUS fit-

J(Leven

TAMMY WTTTMAN.
HAPPY 21 al BIRTHDAY! Ware looking forward
lo many run times In the tutors We love you
even though you are siopery when wet'
Micheee. Tarn, and Mar cat

Hey Alpha Chl's

DENNIS NOLL
HAPPY 21ST BIRTHDAYI
ITS PARTY TIME' (FINALLY')
■SPRING RUSH '87 •
•SPRING RUSH 'I7■SPRING RUSH'I7'•FOR INFO. CALL"
••• 372-2151 "•

Spring Break Hurry! United space avaaable al
these number one caeegiata beach and aki
deetavasone South Padre Wand. Daytona
Beach. Steamboat Springs. Miami Beach-Fort
lailrlerrMa. Mustang Island-Port Aranaaa.
Garveeton Island and Fort Walton Beach CM
Sundress Tours Central Spring Break Tea Free
Hot Una Today tor Monnetton and reeervabona
1-800-321-5911!

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

Chri.Conklkn
Congratulations on receiving the Marketing
Aaaiatam to Rush Position Good Luck We
know that you wet do a Great JobtlFLove.
Your KD sailers

Dance the mght away Superdance '87.
Register no later than Feb 8th Cal 2-2639 or
2-2828 for dates*
You'd ake to say sornethlhg unique
To your Sweety, your love ol the week
Or maybe the Jerk, who fired you at work
But you can't find the right words
to speak
When the words won't come
cat VersiWe Verse - custom
poetry lor all occassions 888-8735

SPRINO BREAK VACATION
Daytona. Ft LeudsrdaW or South Padre TX
Staring M S139 7 Nights Quad occupancy
Tranaportatkxi packages avaaable For xilorma
Don cal 1-600-222-4139 STUDENT AGENTS
WELCOME

WASHINOTON

Hey Alpha Chl's

Chad and Thad
We want you bad!
When you least expect It, EXPECT IT"
Beware

SENIOR PORTRAITS
ARE BEING
SHOT NOWI
CALL 1714068 FOR
YOUR APPOINTMENT
NOW!

('ft?

l

Jw"

7>T'S ISPROBABIV

A DREfliTl.

